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1A

BEFORE THE NATIONAL COMPANY LAW TRIBUNAL,

BENGALURU BENCH AT BENGALURU

Company Petition No. 06/BB/2021 of 2021

IN THE MATTER OF COMPANIES ACT, 2013

AND

IN THE MATTER OF SECTIONS 271 AND 272 AND OTHER

APPLICABLE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013 AND IN

THE MATTER OF THE WINDING UP OF DEVAS MULTIMEDIA PVT.

Between :

Antrix Corporation Ltd.

LTD.

And

Devas Multimedia Pvt. Ltd. & Anr.

Petitioner

Respondent

AFFIDAVIT -IN -OBJECTION ON BEHALF OF

RESPONDENT.N0.1

I, Dr. MG Chandrasekhar, aged about 72 years, son of Late M.

Gangarudraiah, presently residing at 284/C, 40th Cross, 9A main 5th Block,

Jayanagar, Bengaluru, 560041, do hereby solemnly affirm and state on oath

as follows:

1. I was the ex -director of Respondent No.1 Company ("Respondent

Company") herein until 19.01.2021 and I am well conversant with

the facts of the case. I am competent to swear to this affidavit.

r Cy )1.27On the last date of hearing on 02.03.2021, this Hon'ble Tribunal
....,,,,, s\ 4.1
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present winding up proceedings. In pursuance of the aforesaid, I am

filing the present reply to the winding -up petition on behalf of the

Respondent Company.

3. I submit that that the present petition is wholly false and vexatious,

apart from being evidently collusive. The present petition is not

maintainable either in law or on facts. The present petition lacks

bona fides and is liable to be dismissed with exemplary costs. The

present petition is a gross abuse of judicial process and is an attempt

to browbeat and harass the Respondent Company. All the averments

contained in the petition are denied in toto unless otherwise

specifically admitted herein.

PRELIMINARY OBJECTIONS:

4. I submit that the following preliminary objections to the present

petition set out below are independent of, and without prejudice to

one another. The present petition deserves to be dismissed, with

exemplary costs, on the basis of the preliminary objections

themselves.

5. The present petition is not maintainable as it purports to be in

pursuance of a sanction dated 18.01.2021 (annexed as Annexure P-

11 at page 1923 to the petition). However, it fails to comply with,

lia, the second proviso to Section 272(3) of the Companies

)13 (hereinafter referred to as the "Companies Act") and as

invalid in law and the present petition ought to be dismissed

ground alone.

),
No. of Correctiont
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6. Section 272 of the Companies Act specifies the persons who can

present a winding up petition under Section 271 of the Companies

Act. Section 272(1) of the Companies Act includes, inter alia, the

Registrar and any person authorized by the Central Government in

that behalf. Section 272(3) of the Companies Act provides that the

Registrar shall obtain the previous sanction of the Central

Government for presentation of a petition. The second proviso to

Section 272(3), however, mandates that the Central Government

shall not accord its sanction unless the company has been given a

reasonable opportunity of making representations. It is submitted

that in the present case, no opportunity whatsoever was given to the

Respondent Company prior to the accord of the aforesaid sanction by

the Central Government. It is further submitted that the second

proviso to Section 272(3) of the Companies Act is applicable not

only to the Registrar but also any person authorized by Central

Government, failing which 272(e) of the Companies Act will be

misused to circumvent the second proviso to Section 272(3) of the

Companies Act. This cannot be the intention of the legislature.

Particularly, when the consequence is so grave i.e., the company may

be wound -up. The intention of the legislature to provide for a hearing

is so that there is an opinion formed by either the Registrar or the

person so authorized to look into the affairs of the company after

giving a fair opportunity of hearing. Hearing is provided so that there

uilt-in threshold due to these severe consequences.

1\/No. of Correction..........
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7. In Registrar of Companies v. Apoorva Leasing Finance &

Investment Co. Ltd. and Anr. (Company Appeal (AT) No. 88 of

2019), the Hon'ble National Company Law Appellate Tribunal,

Delhi has held that in case no reasonable opportunity of making

representation is granted prior to the sanction by the Central

Government, the sanction is invalid and no winding up petition

would be maintainable. An appeal against the Hon'ble NCLAT

judgment was not entertained by the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India

vide order dated 29.01.2021. Copies of Judgment dated 04.12.2019

passed by Hon'ble NCLAT, Delhi and order of the Hon'ble Supreme

Court dated 29.01.2021 are annexed as Annexure R-1 & Annexure

R-2.

8. The scheme of the Companies Act regarding winding up under

Section 271(c) of the Companies Act is that the winding up petition

can be filed before this Hon'ble Tribunal only after an application of

mind by the Government or its agencies like Serious Fraud

Investigation Office ("SFIO"), or Registrar of Companies ("ROC"),

after an opportunity of the hearing is provided to a Company.

Without following this procedure and without giving any pre -filing

opportunity of hearing to the Respondent Company, the present

winding up petition is not maintainable under Section 271(c) of the

Companies Act. The requirement of a pre -filing opportunity of

hearing to the Respondent Company cannot be taken away by the

.k.Central Government by merely invoking Section 272(1)(e) of the

ies Act.

No. of Correctio ,
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9. Without prejudice to the above, it is submitted that the present

petition is mala fide and ought not to be entertained. The Respondent

company had initiated an arbitration under an agreement dated

28.01.2005 between the Petitioner/Antrix and the Respondent

Company ("Devas Agreement") (annexed as Annexure P-4 at page

71 to the present petition). The same was illegally terminated by the

Petitioner on 25.02.2011 (annexed as Annexure P-5 at page 123 to

the present petition). Since the Devas Agreement had an arbitration

clause, the disputes in relation to its termination were referred to an

International Chamber of Commerce ("ICC") being arbitration Case

No. 18051/CYK on 01.07.2011 ("ICC arbitration"). Neither in the

termination letter dated 25.02.2011 nor in the pleadings filed in the

ICC arbitration, was there a whisper of any fraud committed by the

Respondent company and/or its ex -directors and/or officers. The ICC

arbitration tribunal gave a unanimous award dated 14.09.2015

against the Petitioner ("ICC Award"). Under the ICC award a sum

of USD 562.5 million along with interest became due and payable by

the Petitioner to the Respondent Company. The Petitioner, therefore,

became a debtor of the Respondent Company. It is inconceivable and

untenable in law that a debtor is allowed to seek a winding up of its

creditor. This action of the debtor i.e. the Petitioner, to prevent the

creditor, i.e. the Respondent Company, to pursue its remedies in law

in India is untenable and wholly mala fide and this Hon'ble Tribunal

A gsfi "Ought not to countenance such action of the Petitioner. Fraud should

V,,,,ir q.12\ Nliafe 'keen raised at the outset at the stage of termination of the Devas

(i ...0,0.0 ,..., .A
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Agreement and cannot be raised at such a belated stage post the ICC

Award.

10. The present petition is indeed a travesty of justice and this Hon'ble

Tribunal ought not to entertain the present petition. By filing the

present Petition and seeking appointment of the provisional

liquidator, the Petitioner is ensuring that the Respondent Company is

not able to appoint its own lawyers and seek legal remedies and/or

enforce its legal rights. The Hon'ble Supreme Court of India by its

order dated 04.11.2020 in SLP No. 28434/2018, Devas Multimedia

Pvt. Ltd. vs. Antrix Corporation Limited, had permitted the

Respondent Company to seek deposit of the sum awarded from the

Hon'ble Delhi High Court in proceedings related to the ICC award

currently pending adjudication. A copy of the order dated 04.11.2020

of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in SLP No. 28434/2018 is annexed

herewith and marked as Annexure R-3.

11. By filing the present petition and getting a provisional liquidator

appointed, who has suspended the powers of all the lawyers of the

Respondent Company to represent the Respondent Company in

various proceedings, including the proceedings relating to the ICC

arbitration pending in Hon'ble Delhi High Court (in OMP (Comm)

No. 11 of 2021), the Petitioner has ensured that the Respondent

Company is not able to defend itself effectively and/or enforce its

r..., te' C.,; l'al rights. The mala fide conduct of the Petitioner is writ large.. , N.,....

%.i
A_;,,,,
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12. The provisional liquidator appointed by this Hon'ble Tribunal is also

not acting bona fide. The provisional liquidator has sought to cancel

the Vakalatnamas of the lawyers acting for the Respondent Company

on one hand and on the other hand, the provisional liquidator is

substituting himself in every forum as representing the Respondent

Company, without defending the interests of the Respondent

Company. He is acting in a manner whereby he is supporting the

Petitioner in all forums. The provisional liquidator has once again

filed various interim reports which only attempt to buttress the case

of Petitioner without examining detailed facts. The Respondent

Company craves leave to file a detailed reply to the provisional

liquidator's report. In any event, the interim reports cannot be looked

into by this Hon'ble Tribunal to determine the validity of the present

petition. The conduct of the Provisional Liquidator can also be seen

from order dated 30.01.2021 passed in CBI proceedings where

Provisional Liquidator made a statement that he is not pursuing an

application which was in the interest of the Respondent Company.

The Respondent Company had filed an application for deferment of

arguments on charges until the conclusion of investigation and other

grounds. The Provisional Liquidator appeared and stated that he not

pressing the aforesaid application. A copy of the Order dated

30.01.2021 alongwith the application on behalf of Respondent

Company is annexed herewith and marked as Annexure R-4.

i) The sanction granted by Central Government is also not valid
' N -

1-9\

eA;:,

'
,eles,, sp:id not bona fide. The Petitioner is a wholly -owned company of the
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Government of India. The sanction is being given by the Central

Government to another arm of the Central Government itself i.e. the

Petitioner. The provisional liquidator is also a Central Government

employee (Section 359 of the Companies Act). Therefore, the

Central Government is being a judge in its own cause, which ought

not to be permitted by this Hon'ble Tribunal.

(ii) It may be pointed out that the 1990s were a dynamic time for

DoS/ Indian Space Research Organization ("ISRO") due to the

liberalization of the Indian economy. In the early 1990s, DoS/ISRO

had become interested in attracting private/foreign investment to

help fund its activities, particularly in the field of building, launching

and leasing telecommunications satellites, which remained a core

part of India's space agenda.

(iii) In 1992, DoS/ISRO decided to form Petitioner/Antrix as a

marketing arm with the specific goal of attracting foreign and private

investors to India's space programmes. I was involved in the creation

of Antrix under the leadership of Professor U.R. Rao, who was then

the Chairman of ISRO and Secretary of DOS. As Scientific

Secretary, ISRO, I assisted the Chairman to obtain the requisite

approval of the Government of India at all levels, including the

Prime Minister's Office, for the creation of Antrix as a company

fully owned by the Government of India.

(iv) I have reviewed the Report of the Committee constituted by
.cam';,,,...71,-- .,_
.Z - p

-- % .- kr 7-, Department of Space (DOS) for Review of the working and structure
.
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of Antrix, (the "Shat Report"), a copy of which is attached as

Annexure R-5.

(v) Consistent with Antrix being "a front" for DOS/ISRO,

Professor U.R. Rao, who was then head of ISRO, DOS and the

Space Commission, and instrumental in setting up Antrix, became

Antrix's first Chairman. This management arrangement continued

with Professor Rao's successors, Dr. K. Kasturirangan, Dr. G.

Madhavan Nair and Dr. Radhakrishnan each of whom served

simultaneously in the positions of Chairman ISRO and Antrix and

the Space Commission and Secretary DOS.

(vi) This management pattern was specifically designed to ensure

that DOS/ISRO had direct operational control over all of Antrix's

activities. Organizationally, therefore, there intentionally was no true

division between Antrix and ISRO/DOS. Antrix merely marketed

ISRO's capability to build, launch and operate satellites including in

the spectrum allocated to DOS by the Indian government and

coordinated at the International Telecommunications Union ("ITU").

(vii) Antrix was planned as a lean organization. It did not have the

facilities to design, develop and test space systems, for all of which it

depended on ISRO and the expertise available with industries which

worked with ISRO. Hence, it is logical for Antrix to have a common

Chairman with DOS, as all commitments made by it are on behalf of

-,'-`4t-- eg, ,I,R0 and hence it is impractical to have two different persons.
-------,....z,,,, 4A,N.
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(viii) In addition to the decision that the same person should act as

Chairman of Antrix/ISRO/Space Commission, and Secretary DOS, it

was also decided that the management and technical personnel of

Antrix would be drawn wholly from ISRO/DOS. Accordingly, the

Executive Director of Antrix wore the hat of Director, Technology

Transfer & Industry Coordination of ISRO/DOS. Similarly, the

Director Legal and Contracts as well as the Project Director of

Special Projects of ISRO/DOS had the same role in Antrix.

Likewise, all roles related to orbit/spectrum management at Antrix

were performed by ISRO/DOS Frequency Management Office

personnel. The salaries of Antrix personnel were drawn from

ISRO/DOS or shared with ISRO/DOS, drawn from the Consolidated

Fund of India (i.e. by DOS and the Government of India), while

serving as government officers.

14. It is one of the fundamental policies of Indian law or jurisprudence

that no person can be a judge in his/her own cause. Antrix, therefore,

disputing the claims of the Respondent Company cannot file the

present petition and seek sanction from Central Government itself. In

these circumstances, this Hon'ble Tribunal ought not to entertain the

present petition and the same is liable to be dismissed with

exemplary costs.

15. No material whatsoever has been placed on record by the Petitioner

before this Hon'ble Tribunal to form an opinion that the affairs of the
,,...:;;- --:,,

' . Respondent Company have been conducted in a fraudulent manner
7; 0 ,N

.'Re
.s\ it
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unlawful purposes and/or the persons concerned in the formation or

management of its affairs have been guilty of fraud, misfeasance, or

misconduct in connections therewith and further that it is proper that

the company be wound up.

16. Further without prejudice to the above, the Petitioner never raised

any allegation of fraud either in the termination letter dated

25.02.2011 (Annexure P-5 at page 123 to the present petition) or in

its Statement of Defence dated 15.11.2013 filed before the ICC

arbitral tribunal. The statement of defence dated 15.11.2013 filed

before the Arbitral Tribunal is annexed herewith as Annexure R-6.

17. It appears that after initiation of the arbitration proceedings, and

when the Petitioner became aware that it may suffer an adverse

award, under the diktat of the DOS/Petitioner, various investigations

were initiated against the Respondent Company. All these

investigations were only in retaliation to the arbitration proceedings

initiated by the Respondent Company and are false, concocted and a

method of arm -twisting the Respondent Company to give up its

claims in the arbitration and the ICC award thereunder. It appears

that the sudden hurry to file the present winding up proceedings is to

prevent the Respondent Company from pursuing its remedies in

India and/or outside India including in Washington, where

enforcement proceedings are pending on behalf of the Respondent

- pA . :,i.pc,~0.111,pany.
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18. Further without prejudice to the above, no adjudication has taken

place by any competent court of law with respect to the alleged

fraud. This Hon'ble Tribunal has no finding before it to come to a

conclusion that there has been any fraud by the officers of the

Respondent Company and/or the company itself in terms of Section

271(c) of the Companies Act.

19. The allegations made in the Petition, including Para 13 of the present

Petition and Annexure P-6 to the Petition are identical to the

allegations raised by the Petitioner before the Hon'ble Delhi High

Court in the arbitration proceedings. A copy of the Section 34

Petition alongwith the amendment applications filed by the

Petitioner before Hon'ble Delhi High Court in the OMP(Comm) No.

11/2021 is annexed herewith as Annexure R-7 (Colly.). The said

allegations are sub-judice before the Hon'ble Delhi High Court and

were filed prior in point of time before the filing of the present

Petition. In these circumstances, these allegations cannot form the

basis of this Hon'ble Tribunal's opinion as required under Section

271(c) of the Companies Act.

20. In any event, this Hon'ble Tribunal does not have any finding of any

competent court in respect of the allegations made by the Petitioner

herein. Allegations of fraud require a detailed trial and proof.

Reliance is placed on V Ravi Kumar v. State & Ors. (2019) 14 SCC

568. A copy of the judgment in V Ravi Kumar v. State & Ors. (2019)

1141A5 T 14- -

;4V: `YEN; 

4 SCC 568 is annexed herewith and marked as Annexure R-8.
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21. This Hon'ble Tribunal being a tribunal of summary jurisdiction

cannot form any opinion unless the allegations of fraud are

adjudicated upon by a court of law. Reliance is placed on M+R

Logistics (India) Private Limited v. AGA Publications Limited,

Company Appeal No. 667/2020, decided on 01.02.2021 by Hon'ble

NCLAT. A copy of the judgment M+R Logistics (India) Private

Limited v. AGA Publications Limited, Company Appeal No.

667/2020 is annexed herewith and marked as Annexure R-9.

22. Not only are the allegations pending adjudication before the Hon'ble

Delhi High Court as stated above, the allegations made by the

Petitioner are similar/identical to those pending before CBI Court,

PMLA Court or the Enforcement Directorate. In these

circumstances, the Respondent Company and its shareholders,

directors and officers are presumed to be innocent until found guilty

by a competent court of law. It is a fundamental policy of Indian law

that a person is deemed innocent until proven guilty. Reliance in this

regard is placed on Manoj Narula v. Union of India (2014) 9 SCC I.

A copy of the judgment in Manoj Narula v. Union of India (2014) 9

SCC 1 is annexed as Annexure R-10.

23. In fact, the Hon'ble Delhi High Court, the Hon'ble Karnataka High

Court and the Hon'ble Supreme Court have found that the

Respondent company has a prima facie case in respect to the charges

being made against the Respondent Company in various proceedings
.,,,,c5a7;sswzt.
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interim protection has been granted by various courts is annexed

herewith as Annexure R-11. The various orders passed by the

different Hon'ble High Courts and the Hon'ble Supreme Court

granting interim protection are also annexed herewith as Annexures

R-12 (Colly.).

24. The present case is a classic case of an abuse of jurisdiction of not

only this Hon'ble Tribunal but also the jurisdiction of other Hon'ble

Courts and Hon'ble Tribunals where the Government (not being

private party) is bound to act fairly, yet is trying to portray an

outright civil dispute as a criminal offence.

25. It is a settled law that jurisdiction of this Hon'ble Tribunal under

Section 271(c) is a summary jurisdiction and this Hon'ble Tribunal

has no jurisdiction to decide complicated questions of facts which

require a full-fledged trial before the competent civil courts/

tribunals and the criminal courts. Therefore, the standard of proof /

defence which the Respondent Company has to show before this

Hon'ble Tribunal is that the defence raised by the Respondent

Company raises triable issues and the defence is not merely a moon-

shine defence. Once the Respondent Company shows that the

defence raises triable issues, this Hon'ble Tribunal ought to dismiss

the winding up petition and leave the triable issues to be decided by

the competent courts/ tribunals. In any event, the present proceedings

frought to be deferred until the competent courts adjudicate on the

Ny Val....\.; Iggations made in the present proceedings.
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26. In light of the above, it is submitted that the allegations made in the

petition are unsubstantiated and do not constitute/make out the case

of "fraud" even if the allegations made in the petition are assumed to

be correct.

27. The Respondent Company is annexing herewith a chart containing

allegations raised in the present petition along with identical

allegations raised in other proceedings which are currently pending

adjudication, as Annexure R-13. The allegations raised in the

present petition are subjudice either in the criminal cases filed and/or

Section 34 petition pending before the Hon'ble Delhi High Court

being OMP (Comm.) 11 of 2021. The Respondent Company and its

ex -directors are contesting all these cases which will be dealt with, in

detail in those cases. A copy of the Complaints pending adjudication

in various proceedings is annexed herewith and marked as

Annexure R-14(Colly.).

28. However, without prejudice, the Respondent Company will deal

hereinbelow the allegations mentioned in para 13 of the present

petition on a prima facie basis to show this Hon'ble Tribunal, that it

is raising triable issues qua the allegations made in the petition. That

in the facts and circumstances of the present case, this Hon'ble

Tribunal, which is not vested with the power of trial and exercises

only a summary jurisdiction, may examine the defences raised by the

Respondent Company and find that it is not proper to wind up the

Company.

of Correction. ')..
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29. Before dealing with the respective allegations, it is relevant to note

the background to the dispute, including the background leading to

the culmination and signing of the Devas Agreement. This would be

relevant, as the main foundation of the winding -up petition has been

described as - that the Devas Agreement has been executed in favour

of Respondent Company "in a completely fraudulent and corrupt

manner", mainly because the Respondent Company was

incorporated only two months prior to the Devas Agreement by two

persons including a former employee of ISRO with a paltry share

capital of INR 1,00,000/-. Other reasons mentioned for the existence

of fraud include that the established rules and procedures with

respect of government contracts affirmed by Hon'ble Supreme Court

of India were violated while executing the Devas Agreement.

Furthermore, it has been alleged that the Devas project involved the

use of complex combination of technologies, which were not even in

existence at the time of execution of the Devas Agreement. It is

further alleged that erstwhile officials of Antrix were involved in

fraudulent, and corrupt practices vis-a-vis awarding the Devas

Agreement to the Respondent Company, and the very existence of

the contract was suppressed from governmental authorities, while

seeking approvals for the Devas project. It is submitted that the

following background facts of the said Devas Agreement in itselfare

sufficient to prima facie show that there has been no fraud.
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BACKGROUND TO THE DISPUTES

A. The ITU, a United Nations agency, coordinates allocation of

the electromagnetic radio spectrum and orbital slots (the

specific place in space where the satellite resides) between the

nations of the world.

B. In the 1970s, the ITU granted the Government of India a

portion of S -band frequencies, and India delegated to the

DOS, the right to use that spectrum.

C. By 2003, India was at risk of losing its right to the assigned

spectrum space as the DOS had failed to efficiently allocate

the spectrum, leading the government to reallocate 40 MHz of

S -band spectrum to the Department of Telecommunications

("DoT") for terrestrial use.

D. India's existing SATCOM policy at the time confirmed that

the S -band in India was to be used for satellite -based

communication services. Specifically, the SATCOM policy

called upon DOS/ISRO to build and lease satellite capacity for

both public and private usage. (The SATCOM policy is

Annexure P-7 at page 226 to the present Petition)

E. Para 2.6.2 of the then SATCOM policy stated that DOS was

authorized to provide this capacity to non -governmental users,

and the same may be in the form of even good faith
.005.00..,?t,,...,,,
1' P Of p' negotiations and first come first serve basis. SATCOM policy
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operating of Indian -designed and launched satellites; and

specifically provided for a role for foreign direct investment in

India's satellite program; and, as required, advocated for the

leasing of bandwidth on Indian satellites by third party

investors.

F. DoS/ISRO needed to use the remaining satellite S -Band

spectrum that they still had or face the possibility that the

Government of India would take back even more S -Band

spectrum and re -allocate that spectrum for terrestrial use.

G. Given that the S -band in India was the last remaining

frequency coordinated with the ITU for use in mobile satellite

communications, the further diminution of the band was not

tenable from DOS/ISRO perspective.

H. One of the key personnel in relation to the culmination of the

Devas Agreement, a Mr. Ram Vishwanathan, an ex -McKinsey

employee, who later went on to join WorldSpace, Inc., (a

pioneer in the provision of satellite digital audio radio services

(SDARS) in various parts of the world), worked on a joint

venture with American Mobile Satellite Corporation during

his time at WorldSpace. This joint venture led to the launch of

XM Satellite Radio in the United States, which was one of the

first satellite radio operators in the world using terrestrial
e.I.-i,,,,, ---4,.,
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I. Pertinently, at WorldSpace, he also worked closely with me,

the then Managing Director of WorldSpace India, and Mr. D.

Venugopal, the Vice President of WorldSpace India.

J. In 2002, Mr. Vishwanathan along with other leading

consultants formed Forge Advisors, LLC ("Forge Advisors")

as a consultancy firm. They were joined by many industry and

subject matter experts. Some of their clients were America

Online (Time Warner), AT&T; Satellite clients like SES

Americom, Cidera; Financial clients like First USA (JP

Morgan), Master Card.

K. After the formation of Forge Advisors, during one of Mr. Ram

Vishwanathan's conversations with me, it was informed that

DoS/ISRO was seeking new ways to commercialize its

resources. It was thought that Forge Advisors might be able to

assist DOS/ISRO by providing consulting and advisory

services.

L. Mr. Venugopal and I both had extensive experience with the

Indian satellite market and space program and had extensive

knowledge about: (i) the commercial satellite industry in

India; (ii) the Indian space program and its fiscal and

technological limitations; and (iii) the technology behind

building and operating communications satellites. I have been

' 1 several awards for my work in this field. Annexed

----ThNo. of Come-In....0.i
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herewith is Annexure R-15 setting out all the awards I have

received.

M. Subsequently, in early 2003, I introduced Mr. Ram

Vishwanathan to Dr. Kasturirangan. At that time, Dr.

Krishnaswamy Kasturirangan, was simultaneously occupying

the four most senior positions in India's Space hierarchy: (i)

Chairman of the Space Commission, (ii) Secretary the

Department of Space, (iii) Chairman of ISRO and (iv)

Chairman of Antrix. In 2003, the Secretary of DoS and

Chairman of the Indian Space Research Organisation, Dr.

Kasturirangan, began discussions with Forge Advisors, on

how to use its remaining satellite S -band spectrum or face the

possibility that the Government of India would reallocate it.

Ultimately, following lengthy discussions with numerous

DOS/ISRO/Antrix officials over a period of almost two years

(including Dr. Madhavan Nair) a non -binding MoU was

entered into between Forge Advisors and the Petitioner. A

copy of the said MoU is already on record as Annexure P-7 at

page 283 to the present Petition. Pertinently, Dr.

Kasturirangan has not been charged with any criminal offence

either under CBI, PMLA or Enforcement Directorate

proceedings and /or in the arbitration proceedings in Hon'ble

Delhi High Court. Therefore, it cannot be said that the

negotiations between ISRO, Antrix and Forge Advisors were

" % ---,s k -z). part of any conspiracy and/or a fraud.
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N. D. Venugopal became an advisor to Forge Advisors between

2004 till the signing of the Devas Agreement. Forge Advisors

spent significant time exploring possible strategic options for

ISRO/Antrix, including review of the technical and fmancial

requirements of a system for use of S -band spectrum, along

with identifying the best possible commercial applications,

partners and relationships for DOS/ISRO to use the S -band

spectrum.

0. In March 2004, Mr. Viswanathan delivered a 54 -slide

presentation to ISRO and Petitioner proposing a joint venture

("JV") with Forge Advisors which envisioned ISRO building

and launching a state-of-the-art communications satellite

capable of delivering those services while Forge Advisors

took responsibility for the construction and operation of the

DEVAS system at the terrestrial level, including all aspects of

commercialization of the services to consumers in India and

development of requisite technologies. A copy of the

presentation dated 22.03.2004 on proposal for Indian Joint

Venture to launch DEVAS is annexed herewith and marked as

Annexure R-16.

P. Forge Advisors then attended numerous meetings-including

on 06.05.2004, another on 21.05.2004, and a third on 24.05.

de---t: ,e,
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Chairman of the Space Commission, Secretary of DoS, and

Chairman of ISRO and Antrix; S.K. Das, IAS and Member

(Finance) of the Space Commission; S.V. Ranganath,

Additional Secretary for DoS; R.G. Nadadur, Additional

Secretary for DoS; Murthi, Antrix Executive Director; K.N.

Shankara, Director of the Space Applications Centre, ISRO;

Appana Bhaskarnaryana, Scientific Secretary, ISRO; V.R.

Katti, Program Director of GEOSTAT, ISRO; M.Y.S. Prasad,

Director of the Master Control Facility, ISRO; M.N.

Sathyanarayana, Executive Director of Space Industry

Development, ISRO; P.S. Datta, Manager - Business

Development, Antrix; and S.B. Iyer, Director - Contract

Management and Legal Services, ISRO and Director -

Contracts, Antrix. At these meetings, Mr. Viswanathan

presented proposals to ISRO and Antrix, the parties discussed

the project's viability and attractiveness, and the parties

identified areas of agreement and planned next steps. A copy

of the Minutes of Meeting dated 06.05.2004, 21.05.2004 and

24.05.2004 is annexed herewith and marked as Annexure R-

17.

Q. In these meetings, Forge Advisors proposed a joint venture
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between ISRO and Antrix (Petitioner), on the one hand, and

Forge Advisors, on the other. At these meetings, all

participating individuals understood that the "system

architecture" would include "space segment, ground segment
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R.

S.

and receiver segment," i.e., would be a hybrid satellite

terrestrial system.

Officials of Petitioner were informed that Forge Advisors had

formed a limited liability company in the United States named

Devas LLC, and that it was contemplated entering into a

binding relationship with Antrix/ISRO in two stages: first,

Devas LLC would sign a binding term sheet with Antrix; and,

second, a "definitive agreement" would be signed with a soon -

to -be set up Indian entity named Devas Multimedia India, Pvt.

Ltd.

On 11.06.2004, a Board Meeting of Petitioner was held in

which not only Mr. Madhavan Nair (Chairman) but various

other officers of the government. The attendees included S.K.

Das, IAS and Member (Finance) of the Space Commission;

Mr. Sridhara Murthi, Antrix Executive Director and other

directors and the company secretary. Agenda 9 in this Board

Meeting was to consider a note on business opportunities.

Detailed discussions on the joint venture proposal between

Forge Advisors for a satellite based system for delivering

video, multimedia and information services via high power

satellite to mobile receivers in vehicles and mobile phones,

were held. The MoU signed in July 2003 was also discussed.

The Board decided to have a committee headed by Dr. K.N.

Shankara, Director Space Application Center ("Shankara

Committee") with the following terms and reference, (i) one

110. oc. COTICk,11011
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to evaluate the merits of Devas proposal from Antrix / ISRO

point of view, (ii) to evaluate market potential foreseen by

joint venture (iii) to assess the risk and identify issues relevant

for establishing the joint venture (iv) technical aspects. It was

also discussed that a committee had already been formed

headed by Dr. Shankara, Director Space including Mr. V.R.

Katti Programme Director, GEOSAT, ISAC - Member, Mr.

A. Bhaskaranarayana, Director, SCPO, ISRO - Member, Mr.

S.V. Ranganath, Joint Secretary, DOS Member, Mr. Y.S.

Prasad, Director, MCF Member, K.R. Sridhara Murihi,

Executive Director, Antrix. It was also recorded that the

Committee had met even the representative of Forge Advisors.

After discussions, the Board of Directors accorded an 'in

principal approval' for taking further steps. A copy of the

minutes of the 54th Meeting of the Board of Directors of the

Petitioner have been filed by the Petitioner and are at page 340

of the petition.

T. The Petitioner has also filed the report of Shankara Committee

which is at page 511 of the present petition. The Shankara

Committee found the proposal to be attractive and compelling

to move forward. However, the Committee recommended that

the joint venture proposal be converted to a lease agreement

thus ensuring that the ownership of the satellite and orbital slot

et>,'''''r IA ,,t and frequencies would always be with ISRO and the
As-
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risks are entirely taken by the Respondent Company. The said

committee report shows that a draft agreement was also

negotiated. The Committee also examined the technical

feasibility of the proposal. Finally, it was recommended that in

light of the overall attractiveness of the DEVAS project and

the specific terms outlined in the report, the committee

recommended that Antrix can enter into a definitive agreement

with Devas.

U. It may be seen that Dr. K.N. Shankara, Mr. V.R. Katti and Mr.

MYS Prasad, are not accused of any wrongdoing yet they

were the ones who recommended the execution of the Devas

Agreement. Therefore, no fraud can be alleged in the

execution of the Devas Agreement.

V. Accordingly, Mr. Viswanathan sent Antrix and ISRO a list of

proposed terms to be included in a binding term sheet and

ultimate agreement between the parties. A copy of the letter

dated 20.09.2004 is annexed herewith and marked as

Annexure R-18. But Antrix and ISRO rejected those

proposed terms as well. On 27.09.2004, Mr. Viswanathan

sent Antrix and ISRO a letter noting their "continual shifting

position on key terms." A copy of the letter dated 27.09.2004

7..-k - -, is annexed herewith and marked as Annexure R-19. On
i&.41,

ktc;44Npail 2.10.2004, Mr. Viswanathan gave a 40 -slide presentation to
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progress. A copy of the presentation dated 2.10.2004 is

annexed herewith and marked as Annexure R-20.

W. The 57th Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Petitioner

was held on 24.12.2004, which was in the presence of

directors and officers of Department of Space and Antrix, the

company secretary. The Board circulated a note and discussed

the Devas project and authorized the executive director of the

Petitioner to take further steps and sign requisite documents in

this regard. The said Minutes of Meeting dated 24.12.2004 are

annexed at page 382 of the present petition.

X. The signing of the Devas Agreement was merely a ministerial

act, as the terms and conditions had already been agreed

between the parties. It is in these circumstances a new

company (like a special purpose vehicle) was incorporated to

enable the company to be bound by Indian law and

regulations. It has been a matter of routine that professionals

like lawyers and/or chartered accountants incorporate

companies at their addresses and at a subsequent point of time,

the shareholders who are behind the project are issued shares.

Y. Pertinently, the Devas Agreement was executed on 28.01.2005

and was duly signed on behalf of the Respondent Company by

a person authorized to sign by the Respondent Company.

7.4-4 Since the Respondent Company had not raised any objection
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regarding the authority of the signatory to sign on this behalf

no objection can be heard by a third party in this regard.

Z. Subsequently, when Dr. Radhakrishanan became the chairman

of ISRO and Antrix, he appointed one Dr. B.N. Suresh to

examine the Devas Agreement to review the same. A copy of

the Dr. B.N Suresh Committee Report is annexed herewith

and marked as Annexure R-21. The said report did not find

any fault with the Devas Agreement.

AA. It is also pertinent to note that the allegations made by the

Petitioner that actions of the Respondent Company were

contrary to TRAI recommendation is also false. Following a

consultative process, TRAI issued recommendations,

including recommendations that specifically contemplated the

provisions of Satellite Digital Multimedia Broadcast (S-DMB)

services in the S -Band. TRAI noted in its report dated

27.06.2005 as follows:
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"At Section DOS/ISRO is also planning to offer Satellite

Digital Multi -media Broadcasting (S-DMB) service

through a dedicated satellite using S -band spectrum

allocation which will provide at least 50 audio and 50

video channels apart from interactive and information

services such as e-mail, messaging, telematics, traffic,

weather etc. through the return link component of the
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system. The service is designed for fixed, mobile and

portable receivers including mobile phones."

Further, as part of its recommendations, TRAI said this:

In view of the above, it is recommended that the licenses

to be granted to potential satellite radio service

providers should allow for the evolution of services

from the initial simple, audio/data broadcasting to

include video, internet applications and other advanced

services. Such a licensing regime will encourage free

growth of new applications and services which could be

exploited due to the technological developments in the

field of broadcasting and telecommunication."

A copy of the TRAI recommendations dated 27.06.2005 is is

annexed herewith and marked as Annexure R-22.

BB. Finally, also as part of these recommendations, TRAI stated

that for the S -band frequencies a "single license may be issued

to provide satellite radio service and complementary

terrestrial service to the potential service providers to

efficiently plan the network in a seamless fashion to deliver

quality of service to customers."
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THE DEVAS AGREEMENT:

CC. On January 28, 2005, Devas and Antrix executed an

"Agreement for the Lease of Space Segment Capacity on

ISRO/ANTRIX S -BAND Spacecraft by Devas Multimedia Pvt.

Ltd."

DD. For almost five years thereafter, Antrix and Respondent

Company together worked intensely to develop a first of its

kind Integrated Satellite System in India. This system was

uniquely capable of delivering state-of-the-art

communications applications for (i) consumer applications,

(ii) rural development, (iii) e -governance, (iv) emergency

communications, (v) remote connectivity and (vi) secure and

strategic services.

EE. The Devas Agreement provided that "Antrix shall lease to

DEVAS" 5 C X S transponders of 8.1 MHz capacity and 5 S x

C transponders of 2.7 MHz capacity "on the Primary Satellite

1 (PS1) with technical performance and other specifications

defined in Exhibit A," which were to be used as provided in

the Agreement. Exhibit A to the Devas Agreement specified

that 70 MHz of the DOS/ISRO controlled S -band would be

used by these transponders. This 70 ME-lz falls within the

snleuft:..e. satellite services portion of the S -band that remained withp
INS 1.;:.1:: DOS/ISRO. Devas's allocation of satellite spectrum does not
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allocated in the S -band. Notably, at the said time, compared

with Direct -to -Home ("DTH") operators, each of whom had

250-500 MHz of satellite transponder capacity allocated based

on leases directly from DOS/ISRO/Antrix, or indirectly

through other commercial satellite operators, the 70 MHz of

satellite spectrum allocated to the Respondent Company was

much more modest.

FF. The parties also agreed that a part of Primary Satellite 1 (PS1)

would be available for use by ISRO for its own purposes,

provided that such use did not interfere with or compete with

Devas Services.

GG. The Devas Agreement contemplated that, at Respondent

Company's option, Antrix would also lease capacity on a

second satellite ("PS2") to Respondent Company.

HH. The Devas Agreement also provided that "ANTRIX [would] be

responsible for obtaining all necessary Government and

Regulatory Approvals relating to orbital slot and frequency

clearances, and funding for the satellite to facilitate DEVAS

services[,]" and would "provide appropriate technical

assistance to Devas on a best effort basis for obtaining

required operating licenses and Regulatory Approvals from

various ministries so as to deliver DEVAS services via satellite

and terrestrial networks."
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II. Relatedly, the Agreement also provides that Antrix "through

ISRO/DOS" was to obtain clearances from national and

international agencies, including the Wireless Planning and

Coordination Wing ("WPC") and ITU, for the orbital slot and

frequency resources, in order to, provide the Leased Capacity.

JJ. In consideration for the Leased Capacity, Respondent

Company was obligated to pay to Antrix Upfront Capacity

Reservation Fees of the INR equivalent of US$20 million for

PS1 and an equivalent of US$20 million for PS2 (if

Respondent Company exercised the option to gain additional

capacity on PS2), followed by a fee of the INR equivalent of

USD$9 million per annum, rising to USD$11.25 million per

annum when the Respondent Company became cash flow

positive, for the lease of the space segment capacity on the

satellite(s). Thus, DOS/ISRO/Antrix would have received over

$300 million from Respondent Company over the life of the

lease. These fees, on a per transponder basis or per MHz of

capacity utilized basis, would have proved to be one of the

highest revenue earners for DOS/ISRO/Antrix.

KK. The Devas Agreement was to become effective only after

Antrix notified the Respondent Company in writing that

Antrix had obtained the required approvals for the Devas

rstem.
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LL. Antrix was also given the right to appoint a senior officer to

the Devas Board of Directors to act as an observer without

voting rights (Article 10 of the Devas Agreement). Antrix

appointed V.R. Katti as its nominee to the Devas Board and

thus, was well aware of all material developments as the

Respondent Company built its business as described below. In

addition, the Respondent Company regularly briefed the

senior management of DOS/ISRO/Antrix on the progress of

the project and coordinated salient aspects of its development

of the ground systems, including technology development and

improvements, with DOS/ISRO/Antrix's development of the

satellites.

Respondent Company Builds Its Business Organization
and Begins Development of the Contemplated Hybrid
Satellite System

MM. In the months following the execution of the Devas

Agreement, Devas successfully (1) finalized its core

management team, which now included me (2) developed a

U.S. and Indian based staff; (3) established a company

infrastructure, including offices in Bangalore; and (4) most

significantly, secured investors. In total, the Devas team would

come to include individuals with over 450 combined years of

experience in the satellite industry that had launched or

I
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The Indian Cabinet Approves the Production of GSAT-
6/INSAT-4E

NN. The Union Cabinet gave its approval to undertake design,

develop and launch GSAT-6 /INSAT-4E on 1 December

2005. The Government of India's Press Information Bureau

released a statement on behalf of the Union Cabinet which

summarized the key specifications of GSAT-6/INSAT-4E as

well as the benefits the implementation of this satellite system

would provide India, including providing coverage to the

whole of India. A copy of the press release dated 01.12.2005

by the Government of India's Press Information Bureau is

annexed herewith and marked as Annexure R-23.

00. Finally, the press release noted that "[t]he successful

accomplishment of the Project would also enable ISRO/DOS

to become a leader in this growing worldwide satellite digital

multimedia broadcasting (S-DMB) services to mobile vehicles

and cellular phones and thus provide India access to these

markets globally." Thus, ISRO clearly understood that this

program would bring credibility to ISRO's space program and

establish it as a world leader. The Government of India

approval for GSAT6 included leasing of capacity.

PP. The Cabinet was approving the very satellite described in

Article 2 and Exhibit A of the Devas Agreement. Importantly,

press release also recognized that the satellite would utilize

---
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India's S -band spectrum allocation in accordance with the ITU

and NFAP spectrum allocations.

QQ. An allegation has been made that there was a concealment in

the note prepared for cabinet approval. It is submitted that the

cabinet note is prepared by the Joint/Additional Secretary of

the concerned ministry and the cabinet secretary. No papers

have been filed by the Petitioner to demonstrate the contents

of the material placed before the making of the said cabinet

note.

RR. Even otherwise the note describes that "ISRO is already in

receipt of several firm expressions of interest" and yet the

cabinet never enquired as to the nature of the offers. That is

because the cabinet was not concerned with the agreements or

the firm offers made to Antrix/ISRO. Further, without

prejudice to the above, a document has just been placed before

this Hon'ble Tribunal alleging to be a cabinet note. No

affidavit from the cabinet secretariat has been filed to state

that the cabinet note filed is genuine. There is no precedence

of getting Cabinet approval for leasing of satellite capacity

including the terms of leasing.

SS. In addition to the cabinet approval for the construction of PS1

(now named GSAT-6), the Government of India took other

4.,....0*.k r.,, -,,,,, actions during this time that confirmed its commitment to the
i'+-i, Pk '11A
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0

Government of India made a modified filing with the ITU for

the 83 -degree East orbital slot allowing it to operate a satellite

using the five spot beam configuration unique to PS1 and PS2.

A copy of the filing by the Government of India dated

16.12.2005 with the ITU is annexed herewith and marked as

Annexure R-24.

TT. On 2.02.2006, the Petitioner wrote to the Respondent

Company that "Antrix is pleased to inform you that it has

received the necessary approval for building, launching, and

leasing the capacity of S -band satellite, henceforth officially

designated as INSAT-4E." A copy of the letter dated

2.02.2006 from the Petitioner to the Respondent is annexed

herewith and marked as Annexure R-25.

UU. Many of these milestones had been achieved with the full

cooperation and assurance of top DOS/ISRO/Antrix officials.

The Indian space hierarchy's support of the Devas Agreement

helped DOS/ISRO benefited significantly by advancing its

own capabilities, including the development of the highest

power commercial satellite ever built in India (which used an

innovative ground segment) and constituent technologies.

\TV. From June 2009 through September 2009, Respondent

Company, in conjunction with ISRO and DOS, conducted and

#1, successfully completed field trial and demonstrations in
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the devas system including mobile multimedia, interactive

services, and emerging broadband waveforms. The trial was

conducted using the DOS/ISRO owned and controlled INSAT

- 3C satellite, which has a lower power S -band payload than

the satellite contracted to be built under the Devas Agreement.

In order to conduct the experimental trials, the Respondent

Company required a license from WPC. In August 2008, Mr.

Venugopal submitted a request for such license on behalf of

the Respondent Company to the WPC. This request enclosed a

copy of a letter written by Dr. S.V Kibe (Program Director in

ISRO) in April 2008 in support of granting the license

application. The experimental license was granted on

07.05.2009. Respondent Company's representative i.e. Mr.

Venugopal attended the technical advisory group (TAG)

committee meeting on 26.12.2008 alongwith me and another

officer, where we made a detailed presentation on the Devas

system. A copy of the license to establish, work and maintain

an experimental wireless telegraph station in India for the

Respondent Company dated 07.05.2009 is annexed herewith

and annexed as Annexure R-26. The presentation to TAG

dated 26.12.2008 is annexed herewith as Annexure R-27.

WW. TAG is the advisory group set up by INSAT coordination

committee (INSAT) to assist the technologies aspect of

services. Several Ministries were present at this
(

Bengalumi Urban ov.ing; no one raised any concern about deploying
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Respondent Company's hybrid satellite terrestrial system in S -

Band. At this meeting, it was suggested that the technical

characteristic of the Respondent Company's experimental plan

be discussed by a sub -committee of TAG. On 6.01.2009, I

alongwith Mr. Venugopal and Mr. Bokil attended the meeting

where we presented the Respondent Company's experimental

plan and demonstrated that there would not be any

interference to the ongoing services on INSAT 3C. Copy of

the experimental plan dated 06.01.2009 to INSAT technical

advisory group is attached herewith as Annexure R-28.

XX. There was no concern raised at any of the meetings described

herein above. Following experimental trial, the Respondent

Company submitted a report on the experiments to the WPC

on 29.09.2009. This report has not been filed before this

Hon'ble Tribunal. The said report validates the concept of the

Respondent Company's integrated satellite system and

provided great confidence for the implementation of the

operational system. At no point did any one from DOS or

WPC raise any question about the feasibility of Respondent

Company's system - either from a technical or licensing

perspective. A copy of the report dated 29.09.2009 regarding

the experiments on the emerging technologies for satellite and

terrestrial systems by Respondent Company is annexed
.  :t...iin_,--tv.72....:;,,z.
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-. herewith and marked as Annexure R-29.
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YY. Another allegation that has been made is that TRAI in its July

2008 recommendations had recommended a far higher price

than what was contained in Devas Agreement. It is submitted

that TRAI's July 2008 recommendations on "allocation and

pricing for 2.3 - 2.4 GHz, 2.5 - 2.69 GHz and 3.3 - 3.6 GHz

bands" only apply to the 40 MHz of S Band allocated to DoT

for terrestrial use. These recommendations do not apply for

terrestrial reuse of existing spectrum or the CGC components

of the Devas system, which were more akin to the TRAI

recommendations in 2005 regarding CGC needed for S-DARs.

Respondent Company Secures Initial Series A Investments

ZZ. In the years after signing the Devas Agreement, the

Respondent Company secured investors through lawful

means, obtained government licenses, conducted technology

trials, and entered into contracts with vendors that it would

need to provide services, equipments and filed several patents

all in coordination with Antrix and various agencies of the

Indian government.

AAA. Over the next few years, progress was made including

a) finalizing investment agreements

b) paying the two instalments of Upfront Capacity

*II NAGARA1 Reservation Fee of USD 20 million for GSAT-6
Bengaturu
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c) Completing the satellite system design and commenced

construction of the satellite infrastructure

d) Designing and developing the core aspects of the

underlying system architecture & receiver technology

e) Filing for an ISP license to provide the full range of Devas

services. (Copy of the application to DoT seeking

permission to provide IPTV services services is annexed

herewith and annexed as Annexure R-30)

f) adding seasoned wireless and satellite telecommunications

operators to the Board of Devas

g) keeping Petitioner apprised of various developments

h) obtaining from WPC, a license to conduct a short term

"Experimental/Trial of wireless equipment at Bangalore",

which allowed Respondent Company to use all parts of its

system, including terrestrial reuse of spectrum.

i) receiving an import license dated March 26, 2009 which

allowed Respondent Company to import CGC and terminal

equipment for the trials. (Copy of the import license

26.03.2009 is annexed herewith and marked as Annexure

R-31)
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31.03.2009 from DOT to Respondent Company is annexed

herewith and marked as Annexure R-32)

k) Respondent Company filed several patents to secure its

Intellectual Property Rights, including patents on systems,

portable terminals and integrated satellite architecture.

ILLEGAL TERMINATION BY PETITIONER

BBB. But for Petitioner's/Antrix's multiple failures to live up to its

contractual obligations, the Devas integrated satellite system

described above would now have been providing much needed

satellite -terrestrial communications services in India. These

services, the roll -out of which was to occur over time across

pan India, would have provided much needed connectivity to

the remote and rural parts of the country. They also would

have resulted in state of the art multimedia and broadband

services becoming immediately available in the major cities in

India.

CCC. Antrix, ISRO began to take opinions from law ministry and

law officer as to how to repudiate the contract.

DDD. From 2009 onwards, the new Secretary of DoS, Dr.

Radhakrishnan, led a concerted effort to cancel the agreement

,.,-,..-,k.t

.,,... , -;,,
with Respondent Company and reserve for the military the

....,,,,1

V''-''" N,,i_ spectrum it had leased. Because it had no legitimate basis to
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EEE. On 8.12.2009, Dr. Radhakrishnan appointed Dr. B.N. Suresh,

former member, Space Commission and Director of the Indian

Institute of Space and Technology, to chair a committee to

comprehensively review the Devas Agreement.

FFF. Unfortunately for Dr. Radhakrishnan, the Suresh Committee

Report did not give him the cover he needed, for it found the

agreement to be proper, found no fault in the Respondent

Company's conduct in reaching the agreement, and did not

recommend annulling the contract on the basis of military

necessity.

GGG. On 16.06.2010, Dr. Radhakrishnan wrote to the DoT and the

Ministry of Law and Justice asking for their opinions on

"whether ANTRIX-Devas contract need be annulled invoking

any of the provisions of the contract in order to (i) to preserve

the precious S band spectrum for the strategic requirements of

the nation and (ii) to ensure a level playing field for the other

service providers using terrestrial spectrum." Copy of the

letter dated 16.06.2010 is annexed as Annexure P-7 at pg.

1654 of the present petition.

HI -1}1. Dr. Radhakrishnan then asked the then Additional Solicitor

General ("ASG") for his advice on how to annul the

, -,,,f, ,.:, J., ikv.4t, agreement. The ASG explained precisely why the Indian
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Government of India that the Antrix-Devas lease agreement . .

. would take away most of the total S band spectrum available.

The S band spectrum is crucial for several strategic and

societal services." The ASG, however, advised the

government to rely solely on the force majeure clause for

terminating the Devas Agreement. A copy of the opinion

dated 12.07.2010 by the then ASG is annexed herewith and

marked as Annexure R-33.

III. On 17.02.2011, India's Cabinet Committee on Security

("CCS") officially decided to terminate Antrix's agreement.

Even the statement therein by the Law Minister did not have

any whisper of any fraud by the Respondent Company.

JJJ. The Respondent Company received a letter dated 25.02.2011

from the Petitioner terminating the Devas Agreement under

Article 7(c) and Article 11 of the Devas Agreement. There

was no suggestion of any fraud in the letter of termination. In

fact, the amount received by Antrix from the Respondent

Company was returned by the Respondent Company without

encashing the same. A copy of the termination letter dated

25.02.2011 is annexed as Annexure P-5 at page 123 to the

present petition.

KKK. Therefore, there was not the slightest suggestion in these

L(' -a. statements that the contract was invalid or improper or that the

*At, Respondent Company had done anything illegal or improper.
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Instead, the government explained that its priorities had

changed since it entered into the contract with Respondent

Company in 2005, and it needed the leased spectrum including

for military uses, and it was reneging on its agreement.

Conclusion

30. The above facts and sequence of events clearly establishes the

following:

(a) Antrix / ISRO wanted to utilize the S -Band which was very

much within Antrix's main objects and the Respondent

Company agreed to facilitate Antrix/ISRO to commercially

utilize the S -Band, a legal and bona fide business. It is not as if

the said business in itself was fraudulent. The business and

purpose of the Agreement was well within the Memorandum

of Association of both the Antrix as well as Devas (the

Respondent Company) and was a bona fide business activity.

(b) Forge Advisors who undertook the Devas Project had people

who were experts in the field of satellite consultancy and at

the relevant time had clients like America Online (Time

Warner), AT&T, SES Americom, Cidera Financial, First USA

(JP Morgan), MasterCard etc.

(c) The discussions which are the precursor to the Devas

Agreement, started much before Dr. Madhavan Nair became
-,,,....::: ...' ..
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(d) The discussions started much before the Devas Agreement

was entered into and it is not as if the Devas Agreement was

entered into in a hurried manner within two months of

incorporation of the Respondent Company.

(e) Antrix / ISRO had the opportunity to negotiate the terms of the

Devas Agreement and in fact, the same have been negotiated

on behalf of Antrix / ISRO over a long period of time.

(f) During the entire process, right upto entering the Devas

Agreement, many persons including persons at the highest

positions in the government/Antrix, were involved and it is not

as if something was done secretly.

(g) In the board meeting of Antrix in which the Devas Agreement

was approved, many directors were present who have not been

made accused persons. Out of the said people, one director

was a working-IAS officers namely Mr. S. K. Das. This also

shows that the existence of Devas Agreement was not a secret

known only to a few persons who were conspiring with each

other.

(h) Further, Mr. Ratan Tata and Mr. Godrej were also directors of
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through the circulation of the draft minutes both of them had

the knowledge of the said Agreement.

(i) The terms of the Agreement certainly tilted in favour of Antrix

/ISRO as the said Agreement obligated the Respondent

Company to make advance/ upfront payment of US$ 20

million which roughly constitutes more than one-third of the

cost of the satellite even at a time when there was no certainty

as to when the satellite will be constructed, or if the same will

be successful or not. Therefore, inflow for the Respondent

Company was contingent and uncertain, but upfront payments

to be made to the Petitioner were certain. This certainly means

that the Devas Agreement involved a lot of risk for the

Respondent Company and almost no risk to Antrix / ISRO.

(j) During the discussions, the Respondent Company was under a

precarious situation because the very same officers were

occupying different positions as Directors in Antrix as well as

highest executive positions in the Government of India.

Accordingly, when the Respondent Company was meeting the

Antrix officials, the Respondent Company was actually

meeting with the Government of India itself. However, now

only on the basis of the distinction between those officers and

the Government of India, the allegations of fraud have been

''A ' 'C "-
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(k) Further, SATCOM policy permitted the leasing of satellites /

S -Band to private parties and it also permitted the leasing on

first -come -first -serve basis.

(1) After the board approval, even a high-powered committee

consisting of high-ranking government officials also

considered and approved the Agreement.

(m) By not launching GSAT6-A by 01.07.2010, Antrix was in

material breach of the Devas Agreement. Had the GSAT6-A

satellite been launched by then, as it should have been under

the Devas Agreement, the Respondent Company would have

been in a position to, and would have, immediately rolled out

its AV business while waiting for the technology advances of

the TD-LTE infrastructure to mature in 2011 before rolling out

its broadband wireless access services.

31. Not once did Antrix or the Government of India allege that the

Agreement had been repudiated because of concerns regarding its

formation, whether necessary approvals were sought or provided,

whether the Respondent Company had the necessary technology, or

whether the Respondent Company was permitted to use a subsidiary

to conduct some of its operations.

32. The ICC Arbitral tribunal eventually concluded that Antrix had

wrongfully repudiated the Devas Agreement. Indeed, this led to

,,,r A: --,h7--cqp.tinuous harassment by state agencies in a concerted effort to arm
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twist the Respondent Company in giving up its claim before the

arbitral tribunal.

33. The present Petition has been filed not on the basis of fraud, but due

to the debts owed by the Petitioner to the Respondent Company. It is

apparent that the Petitioner cannot identify with specificity, a single

fraudulent or illegal act that the Respondent Company has

committed. Therefore, the present Petition is an abuse of process of

this Hon'ble Tribunal and should be dismissed.

34. Moreover, the following admitted facts are an anti -thesis to existence

to any fraud.

a) A bare perusal of the Devas Agreement will show that the

Respondent Company actually undertook an obligation to pay

huge sums to the Petitioner for availing the S -Band spectrum.

It is not the case as if that the Respondent Company was to

receive huge sums of monies from the Petitioner.

b) The Devas Agreement is similar to the Agreement with

Intelsat and Tata Sky in which cases no bids were invited

before executing the said agreements. No agreements have

been cancelled and none of the leases to Indian companies

have gone for cabinet approval. This fact clearly shows that

Devas Agreement was not an irregular agreement but one

which has been illegally terminated by the Petitioner.
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c)

d)

e)
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The Petitioner, although a government company, is also a

commercial company like any other commercial company

having its Board of Directors who are fully authorized by the

Companies Act and its Articles of Association to carry out its

objectives. Doctrine of indoor management is still applicable

to the Petitioner company even if it is a government company.

Therefore, the Respondent Company was entitled to presume

that the directors/Antrix officials had complied with all the

internal requirements/ obtained all the internal approvals

before signing the Devas Agreement. Whether the Respondent

Company was aware of the irregularity or not as alleged by the

Petitioner, is a triable issue which can be decided only in the

full-fledged trial.

After entering into Devas Agreement, the Respondent

Company continued to fulfil all its obligations under the

Devas Agreement at its own cost and there is not even an

allegation that Respondent Company made any default in

performance of Devas Agreement.

Devas made a payment of about INR 59 crores to Antrix in

terms of the Agreement and in addition to said payment Devas

had raised huge monies for the project at the time when the

Antrix illegally terminated the Devas Agreement.

At the time of illegal termination of the Devas Agreement by

Antrix, it was Antrix which had committed a breach of its
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obligation under the Devas Agreement as Antrix miserably

failed to successfully launch any satellite despite the

Respondent Company paying upfront fees of about Rs.59

Crores to the Petitioner/Antrix.

g) However, on the contrary, Antrix illegally terminated Devas

Agreement.

h) Therefore, it is the Respondent Company which was and is

victim of fraud by Antrix.

35. For the sake of brevity, some of allegations made in para 13 to the

present Petition have been dealt with below to demonstrate that each

and every allegation made against the Respondent Company, its

shareholders and officers are baseless and there is no material before

this Hon'ble Tribunal to come to an opinion without undertaking a

full-fledged trial to hold that any fraud whatsoever has been

committed by Respondent Company and/or its shareholders and

officers.

36. The Petitioner has failed to establish that the affairs of the

Respondent Company were conducted in a fraudulent manner and

that the Respondent company was formed for an unlawful purpose

and/or the persons concerned in the formation and management of its

affairs have been guilty of fraud, misfeasance or misconduct in

connection therewith. There is no material on record for this Hon'ble

1:
Is : Tribunal to form an opinion that it would be proper that the
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Allegation

I. Respondent Company falsely represented that it had the ownership

and right to use the IPR involved in designing the technology

required for rendering Devas Services.

Submission

A. This allegation is factually incorrect as there is no such

representation in the Devas Agreement.

B. Antrix has misrepresented the scope of the Respondent Company's

representations and warranties in the Agreement. Article 12B of the

Devas Agreement provides 3 relevant representations and warranties

from the Respondent Company to Antrix:

(i) Devas has ability to design multimedia receivers (DMR)

(ii) Devas has the ability to design Commercial Information

devices (`CID')

(iii) Devas has the ownership and right to use the Intellectual

Property used in the design of DMR and CID;

Each of these representations and warranties were true when made

and were proved true in fact. As an initial matter, the Respondent

Company had ability to design both DMRs and CIDs. During

4 09
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how it would design these products and how it would deploy its

cutting -edge hybrid technology vision to benefit the Indian people.

C. It is submitted that the Respondent Company's managers and

directors had decades of telecommunication experience and

knowhow to make this work. In fact, Exhibit A to the Devas

agreement was prepared by the Respondent company's officers

(prepared by D. Venugopal) and approved by the Petitioner.

D. Respondent Company's representations and warranties on its ability

to design DMRs and CIDs were accurate.

E. Whether the fact that the said technology existed cannot be decided

merely on the basis of affidavits without a full-fledged trial. In fact,

the allegations are disputed by the Respondent Company.

F. It is through the assistance of technocrats of the Respondent

Company with their vast experience, who worked on how the system

architecture and the emerging technology would be used in order the

perform the functions necessary to provide S-DMB services. In fact,

the Exhibit A to the Devas Agreement was culmination of the inputs

given by the technocrats of Respondent Company.

G. In any event, there is no allegation that when the said technology

was required the same was not available with the Respondent

Company and hence this cannot be a ground for alleging fraud.

--r-I-J. Respondent never warranted that it had technological rights to

AIN,/ , :'," deploy its proposed plan. That is because the parties' agreed-upon
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plan was that the Respondent Company would, over the course of

several years, have to develop the necessary technology, including

through licensing any technology which became available, if and

when necessary. Antrix offers no evidence whatsoever that the

Respondent Company lacked the capacity or any intellectual

property rights necessary to design DMRs or CIDs, and the weight

of the evidence demonstrates to the contrary. The Respondent

Company represented its capacities precisely and accurately: that it

had the "ability to design" DMRs and CIDs as well as the necessary

IPs to engage in that design process. Antrix's arguments to the

contrary fail.

I. Respondent Company filed several patents to secure its Intellectual

Property Rights, including patents on systems, portable terminals

and integrated satellite architecture.

Allegation

II. Investigation conducted by French authorities has revealed that as on

28.01.2005 there was no approved technology to provide video,

multimedia and information services to handheld devices and ETSI

holds copy rights, and patent is held by its developers and the

Respondent Company never approached ETSI for same.

Submission

A. The Letters Rogatory confirm that European Telecommunications

Standards Institute (ETSI) owned the right to a certain technology
Aff ,."

tr4?t,
* I. developed years after the Respondent Company and Antrix entered
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into Devas Agreement. The Letters Rogatory do not purport that

ETSI was the exclusive holder of any intellectual property rights that

would have been required for the Respondent Company to have the

"ability to design" DMRs or CIDs. Moreover, the Letters Rogatory

confirm that ETSI held no intellectual property rights that would

stand in the way of the Respondent Company developing its hybrid -

telecommunications plan for India. As the Letters Rogatory explain,

ETSI "does not hold any patent linked to the technology of [the

DVB-SH] standard," but rather only holds the "copy rights of the

standard." This is consistent with the nature of the development of

any telecommunications standard like the newly developed 4G and

5G standards. No one entity holds the intellectual property rights to

these standards; rather, the intellectual property rights are pooled into

entities like the ETSI, which in turn offers the standard freely for

licensing. As the Letters Rogatory make clear, "[t]here is no way"

for ETSI even to "know whether people have downloaded the

standard."

B. ETSI is therefore merely a repository-and, in this instance, it is a

repository of technology that was developed in 2008, that the

Respondent Company would have been easily able to license.

Respondent No.1 also relies on the submissions made in response to

Allegation 1.
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Allegation

III. "Devas Services" envisaged in the Devaa Agreement had not

followed the process for allocation of space segment, obtained

requisite licenses/permissions resulting in the infraction and breach

of procedures. the Respondent Company surpassed all protocols and

procedures that flows out of the SATCOM policy. No mandatory

approval from International Telecom Union was sought in 2005 for

GSAT-6. TRAI recommendations were not followed. TAG

committee was kept in the dark over developments regarding the

Devas Agreement.

Submission

A. India's SATCOM policy at the time confirmed that the S -band in

India was to be used for satellite based communication services.

Specifically, the SATCOM policy called upon DOS/ISRO to build

and lease satellite capacity for both public and private usage. To this

end, the SATCOM policy encouraged DOS/ISRO to lease space

segment capacity on its satellites to private and non -governmental

actors, in order to allow private industry to develop space -based

technologies for the benefit of the Indian economy and public;

advocated large-scale private investment in the building and

operating of Indian -designed and launched satellites; specifically

44-F4ici
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program; and, as required, advocated for the leasing of bandwidth on

Indian satellites by third party investors.

B. There is no conflict of the Devas Agreement with the SATCOM

policy. The Petition makes a series of interrelated allegations that the

Devas Agreement must have been contrary to SATCOM policy

because it intended to implement a hybrid satellite -terrestrial

communication system and SATCOM policy did not expressly

contemplate such a hybrid system. This allegation is baseless as the

Petitioner has failed to identify any provision of SATCOM policy

prohibiting the Agreement's proposed use of spectrum.

C. The Suresh Committee Report (annexed above as Annexure R-21)

also found that Petitioner entered the agreement "in close

coordination & participation of SCPO, ISRO HQ and other

concerned agencies" and had "been following the policy guidelines

for leasing the transponder services to private service providers as

per the Satcom policy."

D. Pertinently, the terms of the Devas Agreement dictated that "Antrix

shall be responsible for obtaining all necessary Government and

Regulatory Approvals relating to orbital slot and frequency

clearances" and that "Antrix shall provide appropriate technical

assistance to Devas on a best effort basis for obtaining required

operating licenses and Regulatory approvals from various

ministries."
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E. Moreover, Antrix "represent[ed] and warranted] to Devas" that

"ANTRIX has the capacity and power to enter into and perform this

Agreement in terms thereof"

F. The Petition also alleges that "no approval of any sort . . . from the

International Telecom Union which was mandator); for frequency

coordination . . . was received in 2005 at the time of signing."

G. It is submitted that the ITU allocates frequency between member

states; the member states are then free to allocate the use of that

spectrum through domestic laws. In this case, by the time the Devas

Agreement was concluded between Antrix and the Respondent

Company, India had already secured (decades earlier) the S band

spectrum from the ITU.

H. The Devas Agreement and Respondent Company's proposed project

fully complied with the relevant ITU requirements, and Antrix

certified that compliance in February 2006, when it notified

Respondent Company that it had secured "necessary approval for

building, launching and leasing the capacity of S -band satellite" and

that it was "in a position to go ahead" with the satellite's launch.

(Annexed above as Annexure R-25 to the present reply)

I. On 7.05.2009, the WPC granted the Respondent Company a license

to conduct a short term "Experimental/Trial of wireless equipment at

Bangalore", which allowed the Respondent Company to use all parts

.......
' ' A pf its system, including terrestrial reuse of spectrum (annexed above
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as Annexure R-26). On 15.07.2009, the Respondent Company's

experimental license was extended through 30.09.2009.

J. In a letter dated 31.03.2009, DOT granted permission to the

Respondent Company to provide IPTV services (annexed above as

Annexure R-32). Prior to the trials, the Respondent Company also

received an import license dated 26.03.2009 which allowed the

Respondent Company to import CGC and terminal equipment for the

trials. (annexed above as Annexure R-31)

K. In addition, SACFA granted the Respondent Company approvals

dated 30.03.2009, 02.06.2009, and 13.07.2009 to use terrestrial

mobile towers for mounting CGC base station equipment for the

trials. Copy of the approvals dated 30.03.2009, 02.06.2009, and

13.07.2009 are annexed herewith and marked as Annexure R-34,

Annexure R-35 and Annexure R-36 respectively.

L. The Respondent Company had successfully secured numerous

approvals, including "A National Category A ISP License and an

IPTV license from DOT; WPC and SACFA trial licenses; and an

import license from WPC. Therefore, the Petition wrongly asserts

that the Respondent Company failed to comply with various

SACFA, NOCC, WPC, and the Space Commission's Apex

Committee procedures or with SATCOM policies. No such proof of

requirements has been placed before this Hon'ble Tribunal which

.ez,Ty,:!,,,,,,,-:.,:
OP' :.:;, 4',,, were not obtained by the Respondent Company. As noted above,
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Petitioner's own expert commission concluded that the Devas

Agreement complied fully with SATCOM policies.

M. The Petition alleges that the Technical Advisory Group ("TAG")

was "kept in the dark" about the Agreement. That is simply false.

Antrix's own investigation showed that TAG received a briefing on

the deal in November 2004, months before the Agreement was

concluded, and that this briefing took place after the High Power

Committee's review and recommendation endorsing the deal. In

addition, TAG was apprised of Devas's technological developments

through a presentation to TAG on 26.12.2008 "which described and

provided technical details about the Devas system" including

"specific configuration of the technical trials," (The presentation to

TAG dated 26.12.2008 is annexed above as Annexure R-27 to the

present reply).

N. The allegation that TRAI recommendations of 2008 were not

followed is also false. As stated above, the said recommendations do

not apply for terrestrial reuse of existing spectrum or the CGC

components of the Respondent Company system.

Allegation

IV. Further it is alleged the `INSAT Coordination Committee' (ICC) and

the Department of Space (DoS), were the competent authorities to

allocate space segment spectrum. The ICC had not given any

,471 44---- , authority to the then officials of Antrix. Nonetheless, without any
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officials of Antrix entered into the Contract dated 28.01.2005 in

favour of the Respondent company for lease of spectrum.

Submission

A. The aforesaid allegation is ex facie untenable. It is admitted in the

allegation that DOS was competent to allocate the space segment

spectrum. The officers of DOS were involved in negotiation of the

Devas Agreement. The said officers were also involved in the

discussion / meeting of Board of Directors of the Antrix and were

fully aware of the Devas Agreement, and in fact approved the Devas

Agreement. As described hereinabove, the ICC and TAG were also

aware of the Devas Agreement.

Allegation

V. Board of Petitioner arbitrarily fixed the price for the leased spectrum

and allowed all the transponders in two satellites to be arbitrarily

leased to the Respondent Company.

Submission

A. The pricing agreement was the product of lengthy negotiations and

multi -layered approvals by Indian government officials. In any

event, the failure of Petitioner's board to follow policies cannot be

fastened onto the Respondent Company. Petitioner's allegation

regarding price fixing is contradicted by the Suresh Committee
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"8. The procedure followed by Antrix during the finalization
of this contract was thoroughly scrutinized. The pricing
strategy has been reviewed by the High Power Committee
considering [SATCOMJ policy guidelines framed in 2000.
They have examined the pricing taking into account the
prevailing standards for transponder fee for leasing purposes.
Additionally the cost of satellite, launch cost, in orbit
insurance, orbital operations and a reasonable margin were
also considered.

[...]

12.2

[...] Antrix and ISRO have been following only one procedure
for leasing the transponder services to the private operators
and in this case too same procedure is followed

[...]

14.

(ii) Antrix has been following the guidelines for leasing the
transponder services to private service providers as per the
Satcom policy [...J"

(Emphasis Supplied)

B. This allegation, in any event, is merely an afterthought as during the

contemporaneous period, no adverse observations were made by the

Auditor and the CAG on the process and the price fixed in the

Agreement.

Allegation

VI. The officials of Antrix / Petitioner never consulted with Department

of Space / ISRO for approvals regarding the leasing of transponder

, capacity. Antrix officials failed to conduct a background check on
0::--1 - '
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other officials colluded and aided the process of signing the "illegal"

Devas Agreement. That Antrix's officials neglected requests from

the Ministry of Defence to use S band spectrum for national security

purposes and misrepresented to the MoD officials that the spectrum

was unavailable.

Submission

A. Allegations regarding officials of Petitioner company not consulting

Department of Space or ISRO for approvals regarding the leasing of

transponder capacity, are without merit. As stated above, at all

relevant times, the Chairman of Petitioner served simultaneously as

Secretary of DoS and Chairman of ISRO. Furthermore, the Suresh

Committee expressly found that "the Devas Agreement was only

executed after 'technical feasibility, financial and market aspects,

time schedule, risk mitigation' and 'pricing' had been scrutinized by

a 'High Power Committee' comprised of specialist `ISRO Centres

and also Additional Secretary and Joint Secretary of DOS."

B. Petitioner's allegations regarding its own officials' failure to conduct

a background check on the technical and financial capabilities of

Respondent Company, does not have a bearing on Respondent

Company's conduct nor does it suggest that Respondent Company

committed any fraudulent or illegal act. In any event, it is submitted

that the Suresh Report concluded that that "the procedure followed

by Antrix during the finalization of this contract was thoroughly

l. 'V \ 1*'4,.:,-;,,,acrutinized." And the Report found that "there is absolutely no
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doubt on the technical soundness of the digital multimedia services

as proposed in this hybrid satellite and terrestrial system." It is

pertinent to note during press conference held in February 2011, Mr.

Kasturirangan had appreciated Devas executives capabilities.

C. Petitioner further alleges that Dr. Nair illegally connived with

Dr. Bhaskaranarayana, Director of the Satellite Communication &

Navigation and Programme Office, and Smt. Veena S. Rao,

Additional Secretary for DoS; and they aided the process of signing

the "illegal" Devas Agreement. These allegations cannot provide the

basis to wind up Respondent company. Absent any specific

allegations of wrongdoing by Respondent Company, any misdeeds

committed by government officials cannot be imputed to the

Respondent Company.

D. Without prejudice to the above, it was not Dr. Madhavan Nair who

started the process, but it was Dr Kasturirangan (then serving as the

Chairman of the Space Commission, Secretary of DOS and

Chairman of ISRO / Antrix) who started this process as described

hereinabove.

E. Furthermore, these allegations are belied by documentary records.

To illustrate, Petitioner alleges that Dr. Nair colluded with Mr. Rao

to conceal the Devas Agreement from the Space Commission and to

obtain cabinet approvals for the satellites while suppressing the

0' ,c,: ''''''-:;,.existence of the Devas Agreement. Yet, Petitioner's commissioned
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not specifically identify the Respondent Company: "the Cabinet note

submitted for approval does not indicate the specific user. I was

informed that this has been the practice all along in earlier Cabinet

notes submitted for approval since the satellite is owned by ISRO."

Accordingly, the lack of mention of the name of the Respondent

Company is normal practice rather than a sign of fraudulent

concealment.

F. Likewise, Petitioner argues that its officials, specifically

Mr. Bhaskaranarayana, manipulated meeting minutes in order to

secure an experimental license for the Respondent Company. It is

clear that the initial minutes of meeting dated 6.01.2009 were issued

in October 2009, and then changed after some members of the

reviewing subcommittee suggested corrections. But Antrix presents

no evidence that Mr. Bhaskaranarayana acted fraudulently or

unlawfully in writing the minutes circulated in October 2009.

Indeed, the Respondent Company submitted its application for an

experimental license to the WPC in August 2008. All along, ISRO

supported the Respondent Company's application, submitting two

letters in support thereof. On 7.05.2009, before the October draft of

the January 2009 minutes had even been circulated-the WPC

granted the Respondent Company a short-term experimental license,

which was later extended in July 2009. The Suresh report confirmed

that "[for experimental trials, the necessary license has been

gained and the tasks have been completed in the stipulated time."
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G. Petitioner has alleged that its officials neglected requests from the

Ministry of Defence to use S band spectrum for national security

purposes and misrepresented to the MoD officials that the spectrum

was unavailable. It is submitted that these allegations are

contradicted by record. The earliest Ministry of Defence document

Antrix identifies requesting S band spectrum is a Space Vision

projection that was issued in October 2005, ten months after the

Devas Agreement was executed. (Refer Annexure P-6 at page 125 to

the present Petition). The Defense requirements were in mobile

satellite service band and not in broadcast service band primarily

leased to Devas. If Petitioner is to be believed, each of these

government agencies would have needed to conspire to ignore the

Ministry of Defence's requests and to steer the spectrum to the

Respondent Company. There is no support for such a claim.

Furthermore, the Devas Agreement was finalized after extensive

consultation between Antrix and a variety of government agencies

with space and telecommunications regulatory authority. In any

event, these allegations have nothing to do with the Respondent

Company and merely assert wrongdoing by Antrix's own officials.

H. This allegation, in any event, is merely an afterthought as during the

contemporaneous period no adverse observations were made by the

Auditor and the CAG on the process and / or breach of any of the

internal control procedures.

T Ar. Furthermore, the issue whether officials of Antrix / Petitioner were
4,7v.:,,,,,-
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consulted with them or not, cannot be decided merely on the basis of

affidavit particularly in absence of affidavits of the said officials of

Petitioner as well as DOS/ISRO.

J. Under the doctrine of indoor management, the Respondent Company

was entitled to presume that everything was done regularly by the

Petitioner company.

K. Without prejudice, even if assuming that the said consultation was

required and was not done, even then there is nothing on record

except bald allegations, which do not substantiate the allegation that

the said consultation was done in conspiracy with the Respondent

Company and/or due to corruption of the public servants.

Allegation

VII. Petitioner alleges that the Respondent Company was incorporated

without commercial antecedents and was hardly in operations for six

months, yet sold its shares at exorbitant rates. Petitioner alleges that

shares were sold at arbitrary prices to different investors. Petitioner

questions why DT Asia invested Rs. 430 crores in the Respondent

Company in 2008, yet only obtained 19% shareholding in

Respondent Company, compared to the four Mauritius investors who

invested Rs. 150 crores and obtained 37% shareholding in the

Respondent Company.
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Submission

A. It is a well -followed commercial practice to negotiate Agreements in

advance even before the legal entity is formed and to implement the

understanding between the parties, a special purpose vehicle is

incorporated with initial minimum capital requirements and after the

agreement is executed, the funds required for the project are infused

subsequently.

B. In a similar fashion, after nearly two years of negotiation between

Respondent's principals and the Petitioner, the Devas Agreement

was executed. Prior to execution of the Devas Agreement, the

Respondent Company was incorporated in order to undertake the

obligations under the Devas Agreement because it was considered

"advantageous to register a separate Indian company by M/s Forge

so that the new Indian Company is bound by Indian law and

regulations." In any event, it is submitted that once the Devas

Agreement was signed, the Respondent Company began building a

business infrastructure to carry out the terms of the Devas

Agreement. In the months following the execution of the Devas

Agreement, the Respondent Company successfully (1) finalized its

core management team,; (2) developed a U.S. and Indian based staff;

and (3) established a company infrastructure, including offices in

Bangalore. In total, the Devas team would come to include

individuals with over 450 combined years of experience in the

45,---,,..,. satellite industry that had launched or operated over 60 satellite
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systems. This belies Petitioner's claims and allegations regarding

Respondent's commercial antecedents.

C. A number of venture capital firms sought to invest in the Respondent

Company. To illustrate, in March 2006 and June 2007, Telcom

Devas and CC/Devas each invested about $15 million in

Respondent. The initial investments valued Respondent at about $40

million. With these investments, Respondent was able to meet its

financial obligation to pay the two upfront capacity reservation fees

to the Petitioner, which was a condition precedent for the Petitioner

to launch the satellites for the Respondent Company. Telcom Devas

and CC/Devas predicted a significant return on their investments

because they would permit Respondent Company to pay Petitioner's

upfront fees and convert Respondent Company's contingent right to

use S -band spectrum into an actual one. Under the Devas

Agreement, Petitioner had to launch two satellites within a matter of

years and Respondent Company would have the right to use

transponders on those satellites at scarce S -band frequencies.

D. Subsequently, when Deutsche Telekom's subsidiary, DT Asia,

invested in Respondent Company in 2008, it valued Respondent

Company at a much higher price of $375 million, and decided to

invest $75 million in Respondent Company. The increase in value is

not surprising due to the start-up nature of Respondent Company's

business. There are substantial risks associated with start-up

.e"..' i t'--...\,,,, ventures. As a start-up firm secures additional financing and obtainsi* ( lift NAGARi'd , 4,
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risk profile steadily drops, which results in a progressive increase in

value. Respondent Company overcame many of these risk elements

between mid -2006 and mid -2008. For example, Respondent

Company secured a second -round of financing from CC/Devas and

TV Devas, exercised its option and secured capacity lease rights on

the second satellite, invested in its proprietary technology, developed

strategic alliances, obtained FIPB approvals for additional foreign

investment, and also obtained a nationwide ISP license for the

provision of internet services. Separately, during this period of time,

many favorable developments occurred in the external market

environment in India which increased the market demand for

Respondent Company's broadband and AV services. All of these

factors help explain the increase in the value of the Respondent

Company between mid -2006 and mid -2008.

E. Therefore, the reason DT Asia paid more than the initial investors for

its shares was simply because it purchased them later, after the

Respondent Company's value had significantly increased. Indeed

Petitioner's expert in the ICC arbitration agreed that DT Asia's

investment was indicative of the fair market value of the business at

that time. Petitioner ignores this commercial reality and now

cynically adopts a position contrary to its own in the arbitration.

F. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine how a sophisticated international
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before it invested in the Respondent Company. Prior to DT's

investment, DT representatives traveled to India, where they met

with Respondent Company's officials and representative of Antrix

and ISRO (including Dr. Nair) and further discussed the business

model. DT examined the modeled costs of building the terrestrial

network, including, in particular, forecasting the amount of

bandwidth and the number of terrestrial towers that would be needed

to handle high -traffic demands on the system, and scrutinized the

modelled cost of operating and maintaining the network, including

ensuring the replacement of network hardware necessary to maintain

the system (at least every five years). And the Respondent Company

later shared with DT its go -to -market plan. In other words, DT-like

any sophisticated commercial entity-exactingly scrutinized the

Respondent Company, its business plan, and its relationship with

Petitioner before deciding to invest at agreeable terms. Petitioner

provides no basis to infer that after such a detailed investigation into

Respondent Company, the terms DT Asia agreed to were unfair or

unusual.

G. In any event, pricing of Respondent Company's share is in the

exclusive domain /commercial negotiations between Respondent

Company and the investors and admittedly there is no dispute raised

by the investors and/or existing shareholders of the Respondent

H.H.NAGARAJ *'( Bengaturu Urban
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Allegation

VIII. Investments worth Rs.579 Crores were to be brought into the

Respondent Company for which FIPB approvals were sought.

However, in all the FIPB applications, the reason for investment was

stated to be the provision of "internet services". The rendering of

SDMB services which is a hybrid service, and the Devas Agreement

were concealed from FIPB authorities. That Respondent in its FIPB

application confirmed that the proposed scope of services will only

be value based internet service involving contemporary indigenous

technology at Pan India Level. The Investment of Rs. 579 crores

were not utilized for stipulated ends, therefore they lose their

eligibility as a protected investment

Submission

A. Respondent's FIPB application categorically stated that "Devas

Multimedia Pvt. Ltd. was incorporated in December 2004, with the

objective of developing technology and software for delivering

multimedia services through various systems." (Copy of the FIPB

application is Annexure P-7 at page 641 to the present Petition).

Respondent Company thus made clear that its services would be far

broader than internet alone, and further explained to FIPB that

Respondent Company's services would provide real benefits to India

given that the Devas network would allow the broader spread of

internet access in India.
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B. As the application stated, Devas "will now be pursuing the

technology development and commercialization of state-of-the-art

services which include multimedia terminals and associated transmit

equipments [sic] for delivering multimedia, information, and

Internet content and interactive services from different media

sources via landline, satellite, and terrestrial wireless systems to a

variety of fixed, portable, and mobile terminals." Respondent

Company notes that it "shall be providing basic and value added

Internet services" but nowhere does Respondent Company claim its

offerings to only providing such services. In fact, immediately after

the section of the FIPB application describing Devas's "services,"

the application describes the "Scope of Operation/Proposed

Activities" to include "developing fixed, mobile, and wireless

technologies, development of appropriate terminals, establishment of

required infrastructure for delivery of Internet services, and tie up

with multimedia - audio, video, and data - content providers, and

subscriber acquisition." Respondent Company's 2007 application is

no different. Yet again, on page one, the Respondent Company

explains that the company "was incorporated in December 2004

with the objective of developing technology and software for

delivering multimedia services through various systems."

C. Respondent Company described its services and its company

completely and correctly in its application to the FIPB. Nowhere did

Respondent Company pledge to the FIPB or any other government

agency that its sole raison d'etre would be provisioning of interne
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services-whether basic or value add. Respondent Company

properly disclosed to the FIPB that the Company was a dynamic,

revolutionary provisioner of satellite and hybrid -based multimedia

platforms, and that as a part of its technology it would be bringing

Internet to hundreds of millions of Indians.

D. Any allegation by Antrix that the Respondent Company

misrepresented where its technology would be developed is similarly

false. Although the Respondent Company did note that its service

would "involv[e] contemporary indigenous technology at a Pan

India level" Respondent Company made clear in its application that

Antrix would use technologies abroad as required to complete the

project.

E. Petitioner claims that the Respondent Company somehow

"concealed the contract dated 28/01/2005 from the FIPB

authorities." The Devas-Antrix deal was public-the government

itself publicized its efforts to undertake the developments of a

satellite telecommunications network. It is frankly impossible to

think that the FIPB-a government agency-would have been

completely unaware of a high -profile deal Respondent Company

entered into with another government -owned entity, i.e., Antrix. Nor

is there any merit to the contention that the Respondent Company

concealed that "hybrid technology did not exist at the relevant time,

and that it did not possess the required technical expertise to render

`:the same." Respondent Company did have the technological
T
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not yet in final form, Respondent Company was developing it in full

steam.

F. In fact, Respondent Company's submissions before the FIPB were

scrupulously accurate, describing Respondent Company's service in

detail, and accurately noting that Devas's technology "will be

developed indigenously in India with adaptation from international

standards/technologies wherever required' making clear what all

parties to the Devas agreement knew: That it would take time and

effort to develop the hybrid system the Respondent Company had

envisioned. This understanding is reflected in the Respondent

Company's submissions, in which it promises to deploy a 'flexible

and appropriate combination of technologies and systems to

overcome [I impediments for availability and rapid growth." Given

the detail that Respondent Company provided in describing its plans

and the high -profile nature of the Devas agreement, it is

inconceivable that any lack of explicit reference to the Devas

Agreement could render Respondent Company's FIPB submission

so materially misleading as to justify permitting a debtor to liquidate

its creditor company. The bottom line is that Respondent Company

was putting in the work and accurately representing the scope of its

activities. Further, all the applications made are vetted by several

ministries before the approval is granted.

G. This is an outrageous allegation as the Petitioner itself illegally

.,- ..,.;., % ' ' - % A.Aerminated the contract after the said investment had already come in
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to halt and now the Petitioner is questioning as to why the said

amount was not used on the said project.

H. Further, Petitioner alleges that the said investment was not

"protected investment" under the BIT and imputes that it was

fraudulent on the part of the Respondent Company to make a claim

under BIT / ICC arbitration. This allegation is outrageous, it implies

that whenever an untenable claim is made before any arbitral

tribunal, a winding up petition can be filed under Section 271(c) of

the Companies Act.

Allegation

IX. The FIPB application promised that around 1000 people would get

employment in India, whereas in fact only about half a dozen

persons were actually employed in India.

Submission

A. Respondent Company never pledged to employ 1,000 people-

rather, it expressly stated in its FIPB application that it "expects to

engage about 90 people directly to oversee the operations at the

-beginning. Respondent Company further noted in its application
'iizey
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its headcount to more than 150." Finally, Respondent Company

estimated that "apart from this direct employment, the opportunities

are substantially high and may cross 1000 mark, taking into

consideration hardware manufacturing, content creation, and call

centre operations, etc. "

B. Respondent Company provided rough estimates that were contingent

on a number of other factors, including, crucially, Petitioner's

fulfilment of its own obligations under the contract. Petitioner first

delayed the launch of the satellite and then repudiated the Devas

Agreement. Accordingly, Respondent Company's planned

operations that would have employed many more staff never came to

fruition.

C. This is an outrageous allegation as the Petitioner Company itself

illegally terminated the contract before completion of the project due

to which the ongoing project of the Respondent Company came to

halt and now the Petitioner Company is questioning as to why the

promised employment to 1000 employee was not given.

Allegation

X. The license issued to the Respondent Company by the Department of

Telecommunication was only a "Category 'A' ISP License" at a Pan

India level. The license did not permit Respondent to render the

hybrid SDMB services in India. That the Respondent Company

:17 A z:r provided interne services for a few residents of Jayanagar locality in
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Bangalore for a few months to paint a false picture that it was an

internet service provider.

Submission

A. Petitioner mistakenly equates the services to be provided with the

methods through which those services can be provided. The Internet

Service Provider licence dated 02.05.2008, provides that Respondent

Company could "set up and operate the Internet Services in the

licensed service area" described in the appended Schedule.

However, in defining the scope of the service, the Schedule makes

clear that "Nnternet access means use of any

device/technology/methodology to provide access to internet."

Additionally, Section 7 of the Schedule states that it is the licensee

who "shall be responsible for, and is authorized to own, install, test

and commission all the Applicable system [sic] for providing the

Internet Services under this License agreement." Copy of the

Internet Service Provider licence dated 02.05.2008 is annexed

herewith and marked as Annexure R-37.

B. Indeed, the License Agreement clearly contemplated that services

could be provided through a number of different channels. For

example, Section 2.2 of the Schedule provides instructions for

providing internet through a VSAT network-a form of data

transmission using satellites. Yet that same section also allows the

::,) ---,. A.::, licensee to "install operate and commission International Internet
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obtaining appropriate security clearances and approval." Finally,

Section 36 sets out additional regulatory requirements "in case of

provision of band width" through "Satellite media."

C. Thus, the License Agreement makes clear the nature of the services

(internet connectivity), but leaves open the methods through which

those services will be provided. The License Agreement is silent on

this point precisely because it is left to the licensee (Respondent

Company) to develop and implement the appropriate technologies.

A licensee could provide the service through cable, wireless, or

satellite means, and could even offer services through a combination

of these methods, as the Respondent Company has planned. Nothing

in the DoT license prohibits this method, instead encourages

licensees to use "any device/technology/methodology to provide

access to internet." In applying to DoT for the license and

developing its hybrid SDMB system, this is precisely what the

Respondent Company set out to accomplish. The Respondent

Company also applied for IPTV provision as an ISP and received the

same.

D. Petitioner contends that Respondent Company, in an attempt "to

paint a false picture that it was indeed an internet service provider"

somehow improperly offered internet services in Bangalore in 2011.

To the extent Petitioner is complaining that the Respondent

= : 4 .-..-,..., - - , Company's internet services were not more widespread, that claim
",

e 4'..."'"*- rs,--r.,' ., lacks merit, as any delay by the Respondent Company in offering its
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Specifically, Antrix's/ISRO continually delayed launching the

required satellites and ultimately repudiated the Agreement with the

Respondent Company entirely (and unlawfully). The Respondent

Company repeatedly expressed concerns over these delays, but still

continued its good faith efforts to perform.

E. For its part, the Respondent Company took significant steps to

perform its obligations under the Contract. the Respondent

Company paid both Upfront Capacity Reservation Fees, which in

turn triggered Antrix's obligation to provide the two satellites within

a specified time period, which Antrix failed to do. The Respondent

Company also obtained approval for and successfully carried out

numerous tests of its experimental system. In short, then, to allege

that the Respondent Company "painted a false picture that it was

indeed an interne service provider" as a result of the limited service

the Respondent Company was able to offer in Bangalore flies in the

face of what actually occurred and disregards Antrix's own failures.

Allegation

XI. Instead of using INR 579 crores for rendering interne services, a

large portion of the money was laundered away by incorporating a

wholly -owned subsidiary in USA and diverting monies to the

wholly -owned subsidiary and legal counsels towards litigation

support services. These acts were committed with the connivance of

, -r ,.-
t g . ,investors / shareholders of Respondent Company.loo
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Submission

A. Antrix alleges that that Respondent Company used DMAI to siphon

money out of India and that "180 Crores were sent out as payments

towards business support services, without receiving either assets or

services and writing them off as losses in the books."

B. The Respondent Company created Devas Multimedia America Inc.

("DMAI") to engage in international partnerships and to maintain

employment contracts with U.S.-based employees. Approximately a

year and a half after the Respondent Company had concluded the

Devas Agreement, on 11.05.2006, the Respondent Company signed

a Project Briefing and Undertaking Letter with DMAI wherein

DMAI undertook to provide services in relation to "strategic

partnerships, market development, business development, market

research, industry analysis, financial analysis and business

modeling" for a fee of costs plus 8 percent.

C. On 01.01.2007, the Respondent Company and DMAI entered into a

Service Agreement to provide "technical and commercial inputs for

the development of products and services which, inter alia, includes

design inputs for development of hardware and software";

"Development and inputs on development of service concept both in

terms of technology and commercialization perspective";

"Identification, scoping, and monitoring of strategic partners"; and

,,'

q .,
,,i,,
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'' ' ' ...';,., "other business development activities."
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D. On 22.04.2009, as the Respondent Company was preparing to launch

its services in anticipation of the launch of the satellite, the

Respondent Company and DMAI entered into a Material Transfer

Agreement under which the Respondent Company agreed to procure

products-such as designs or drawings of technologies required to

deliver IP based digital multimedia-required for those services.

Following this, DMAI entered into various contracts with well-

regarded international telecommunications companies for the

provision of consulting services to the Respondent Company,

including Alcatel -Lucent and Quantum SPA. Copy of the

DMAI_Alcatel USA -Agreement is annexed herewith and marked as

Annexure R-38. Copy of the DMAI Quantum Agreement dated

May 2011 is annexed herewith and marked as Annexure R-39.

Copy of the supply agreement with Elektrobit is annexed herewith

and marked as Annexure R-40. Copy of the Minutes of Meeting

dated 31.03.2010 of the Respondent Company is annexed herewith

and marked as Annexure R-41.

E. Then, on 01.10.2010, the Respondent Company and DMAI entered

into another Services Agreement that broadened the scope of

services DMAI would provide to the Respondent Company,

including, inter alia, support on technology, ground infrastructure,

product sales and distribution, marketing, and public relations.

DMAI played a key role in identifying and securing the investments,
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technical personnel. Majority of the spends are towards salaries of

these personnel.

F. Accordingly, Antrix's allegations that the Respondent Company's

payments to DMAI were a sham has no basis in fact. The

Respondent Company made payments to DMAI under established

agreements for business services that were necessary for the

Respondent Company to satisfy its obligations under its Agreement

with Antrix.

G. Petitioner further alleges that "over Rs. 223 Crores" were "moved

out of India" under "the guise of litigation services" in order to

"avoid the payment of I] taxes." This allegation likewise appears to

have been manufactured in retaliation to Respondent Company's

initiation of arbitration proceedings. It is not in dispute that the

Respondent Company has spent a considerable amount on legal fees

as a result of Antrix's unlawful repudiation of the Devas Agreement

and Respondent Company's rights in this respect have been

vindicated by three different international arbitral tribunals.

Nonetheless, instead of paying the Award, Petitioner has continued

to resist its enforcement and has launched numerous criminal and

civil proceedings against the Respondent Company and its officers in

retaliation to the arbitration proceedings. This has no doubt

necessitated the hiring of international legal counsel. All payments

,,,,....,,,,,,A- 6 ... - made to legal counsel referenced by Antrix have been for legitimate
--' '5. 6"l'e. 1-';'-',,,...,. % 4 XI
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H. Petitioner also alleges that "Rs. 92 Crores remained in India out of

which a sum of Rs. 21 Crores" was "seized by the PMLA

authorities." Petitioner further alleges that "59 Crores was paid" as

an upfront capacity fee to Antrix and that the balance of money left

with Respondent was paid out as salaries to "the Directors of

Devas.". The PMLA seized assets, in order to exert pressure on the

Respondent Company. Directors of Respondent Company's were

compensated, and all money paid to Devas directors were properly

paid as salaries for services rendered to the company. The

Respondent Company's salary and executive compensation

information was included in its annual reports, which were audited

annually and supplied to the ROC and included in DMAI's Indian

tax filings. At the relevant time, the Respondent Company had

around 50 personnel working as employees and consultants. Only

after the illegal cancellation of the Devas Agreement, the manpower

was reduced. the salary components includes both directors and

employees. The funds were also used for paying rents, taxes, duties

etc.

I. Antrix alleges that the investors and shareholders of the Respondent

Company "did not take any measures to ensure that the monies

invested by them" were "utilized for providing the services

contemplated" under the Devas Agreement and instead "allowed

Devas to launder the money out of India" while "working hand and

- l' it *love with the officials of Devas" to commit "multiple FEMA

s '

.i.

AGARokations and money laundering activities". This is plainly false.J, -T
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As set out above, prior to Petitioner's repudiation, the Respondent

Company was working hard towards fulfilling its obligations under

the Devas Agreement. The Respondent Company raised funds to

pay Antrix the required fees under the Agreement, acquired licenses,

conducted experimental trials, engaged vendors and consultants to

develop the necessary technology, and more. After Antrix

repudiated the Devas Agreement in 2011 there were no business

services left for the Respondent Company to perform. The

Respondent Company was forced to pursue arbitration and litigation

to assert and protect its rights and therefore directed funds towards

the required legal services. All outward remittances are routed

through proper banking channels with requisite process and

approvals in place. All expenses are backed by invoices and reported

to ROC annually.

J. All remittances were made by the Respondent Company in its

ordinary course of business which naturally included pursuing the

arbitral claims for the loss suffered by the Respondent Company.

The money which Respondent Company remitted was invested by its

shareholders and was not the proceeds of crime as there is no

complaint from any shareholder of the Respondent Company of any

fraud and/or misappropriation. Hence there is no question of any

money laundering in remitting the said money outside India in

course of its business.
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REPLY ON MERITS

1-16 Except to the extent specifically admitted hereinabove, every

allegation made in the present petition is denied as specifically

traversed and denied. It is denied that Antrix is a victim of fraud

and/or corruption as alleged or at all. On the contrary the Respondent

Company, its shareholders, officers and investors are victim of fraud

which is described in the sequence of events as mentioned above. It

is denied that any criminal proceedings are maintainable as alleged

or at all. The criminal proceedings themselves are part of a

conspiracy of the Petitioner to defeat and delay the rights of

Respondent Company. It is denied that a valuable contract was

granted to a company which was not deserving of the contract as

alleged or at all. In fact, while terminating the Devas Agreement no

allegation of fraud was made and Antrix sought to return the annual

payments made by Respondent Company to the Petitioner. It is

denied that the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India has held that any

contract can only be given by auction as alleged or at all. The

Petitioner craves leave to refer to the said judgment at the time of

hearing. In any event, the SATCOM policy itself provided for a first

come first serve policy. It is denied that the contract was any kind of

largesse and/or was executed in a wholly arbitrary fashion. It is

denied that the Respondent Company could not have performed the

contract as alleged or at all. It is denied that the contract is liable to

. be declared a nullity. It is denied that the contract was not awarded in
.:1,..-
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any wrongdoing whatsoever was done by the Respondent Company.

The charge sheet referred to in the present petition and all other

criminal proceedings including Enforcement Directorate, PMLA are

being contested by the Respondent Company. No adjudication by a

court of law has taken place till date. It is denied that either the

investors and/or the shareholders and/or the company and/or its

officers have committed any illegality as alleged or at all.

17-84 The grounds taken by the Petitioner are all false, frivolous and

untenable. The Respondent Company craves leave to rely upon

submissions at the time of hearing of the matter. It is denied that the

Devas Agreement was null or void and/or illegal as alleged or at all.

There has been no violation of any Indian law. Annexure P-6 at page

125 of the present Petition as stated hereinbefore is a mere repetition

of the amendment application moved in OMP (Comm.) No. 11 of

2021 in Hon'ble Delhi High Court. It is denied that Respondent

Company is a sham entity with the objective of committing any

fraudulent or illegal activity as alleged or at all. It is denied that the

SATCOM policy has been violated as alleged or at all. It is denied

that Devas Agreement is in violation of any law as alleged or at all.

It is denied that the Respondent Company did not have the requisite

technical, financial and/or legal presumption as alleged or at all. It is

denied that Devas services were not available as alleged or at all. It is

denied that the Space Commission was not aware of the Devas

as alleged or at all. It is reiterated that all permissions

7 ii,cot:-
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the illegal termination of the Devas Agreement by the Petitioner. It is

denied that either the ICC or DoT was kept in dark, as alleged or at

all. It is reiterated that TRAI had recommended the services

mentioned in the Devas Agreement. It is denied that Respondent

Company could not have the frequency band, as alleged or at all. It is

denied that multimedia services had not been envisaged, as alleged

or at all. This is contrary to the TRAI recommendation dated June

2005. It is denied that either joint venture proposal and/or the Devas

Agreement has no rationale behind them, as alleged or at all. It is

denied that Shankara Committee has no locus standi, as alleged or at

all. The said committee checked on the process of entering into the

Devas Agreement. It is denied that the executive director had no

authority to execute the Devas Agreement as alleged or at all. It is

denied that the signing of the Devas Agreement by a person

authorized by the board is illegal and/or incorrect, as alleged or at all.

The terms of the agreement had already been agreed upon by parties

after detailed negotiations and, therefore, signing of the said

agreement was merely a ministerial task for the Respondent

Company. It is denied that there is any fraud, as alleged or at all in

the signing of the said agreement. It is denied that Antrix did not

have any authority to execute the said Devas Agreement, as alleged

or at all. The Devas Agreement was made effective only when all

approvals would be received as detailed thereon. Therefore,

allegation that the same was signed without any licenses being in

4er /
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and/or arbitrariness in executing the Devas Agreement, as alleged or

at all. It is denied that there has been any collusion between

Respondent Company and/or its shareholders and/or its officers with

Antrix, as alleged or at all. It is denied that Antrix acted arbitrarily

and/or unauthorizedly, as alleged or at all. It is significant to note

that not all the board members have not been charged with any

illegal act and/or conspiracy. It is denied that the use of terrestrial

frequency was beyond the purview of DOS, as alleged or at all. In

fact, TRAI had issued guidelines in respect of Devas services. It is

denied that there was any concealment in the minutes of the Board of

Directors of Antrix, as alleged or at all. It is denied that an approval

was sought from the Space commission by concealing the Devas

Agreement, as alleged or at all. It is inconceivable that permission

had been given without the knowledge of the Devas Agreement. The

Petitioner be put to strict proof of all the false allegations being made

herein. It is denied that the cabinet note was a product of

misrepresentation, as alleged or at all. It is denied that the services to

be provided under the Devas Agreement were fraudulent, illegal and

/or void ab initio in the absence of any statutory regulation, as

alleged or at all. The allegation regarding TRAI Regulations 2008

have already been dealt with hereinabove. It is denied that the trial

was not conducted in accordance with the provisions of Indian law.

It is denied that experimental license was obtained by manipulation,

_ as alleged or at all. It is stated that WPC and/or no other authority
- 4 .
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faulty, as alleged or at all. This issue has been addressed

hereinabove. It is denied that the Ministry of Defence required the

entire allocation of the S Band spectrum for defence purpose, as

alleged or at all. It is denied that Devas Agreement has been

concealed from various authorities as alleged or at all. It is denied

that the transponder capacity was being allotted to Respondent

Company through a well organized conspiracy, as alleged or at all.

The allegation regarding FIPB approval and termination of the

Devas Agreement are false and denied. It is denied that FIPB was

induced to give approval on any false statement, as alleged or at all.

It is denied that the FIPB application for seeking foreign investment

did not refer to the services to be provided under the Devas

Agreement as alleged or at all. It is reiterated that the FIPB

permissions were sought with full disclosure. At page 709 of the

present petition, the Share Subscription Agreement which was filed

before FIPB has been annexed by the Petitioner itself, which

mentions the Devas Agreement. The allegations made with respect to

the number of persons employed in the FIPB application etc. have

already been dealt with hereinabove. It is denied that there were any

illegal investments, as alleged or at all. It is denied that the investors

were privy to any fraudulent intent and/or dealing of Respondent

Company as the Respondent Company has not committed any fraud

whatsoever. It is denied that there was any skewed shareholding, as

.07-,,,,, 1' 4 alleged or at all. It is denied that there was any skewed evaluation of

A u t. shares, as alleged or at all. The allegation regarding the use of
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foreign investments is denied and the same has already been dealt

with hereinabove. It is denied that any approval was required and/or

was not obtained for remitting fee. Once the Devas Agreement was

terminated and various arbitrations were initiated, including ICC

arbitration and BIT arbitration, monies were paid for legal support

services. It is also strange that none of the shareholders have filed

any complaint, yet the Petitioner Antrix is filing false and frivolous

complaints. The investors of the Respondent Company are world

renowned equity shareholders and it is inconceivable that they will

invest into an illegal project. In fact, the investors had meetings with

ISRO and DOS before investing in the Respondent Company and its

project. Without prejudice, even if any technical violation were to be

assumed, it cannot be a ground to winding up the Respondent

Company. The Respondent Company can cite various examples

where criminal cases against companies have been undertaken but no

winding up proceedings have been filed nor any winding up orders

passed against the said companies. For example, Satyam Computers,

IL&FS etc.

The Petitioner has failed to establish that the affairs of the

Respondent Company were conducted in a fraudulent manner and

that the Respondent company was formed for an unlawful purpose

and/or the persons concerned in the formation and management of its

.ittt U
t5 4 :"affairs have been guilty of fraud, misfeasance or misconduct in
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Tribunal to form an opinion that it would be proper that the

Respondent Company be wound up.

PRAYER

In view of the aforesaid submissions and averments of facts, it is apparent

that there has been no fraud by the Respondent Company or its

shareholders or officers in any manner whatsoever. It is the Petitioner, who

is guilty of fraudulent conduct as described hereinbove, and the instant

winding up petition ought to be dismissed with exemplary costs.
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VERIFICATION

I, Dr. MG Chandrasekhar, the deponent above named declare that this is

my true name and signature and that what is stated above is true and correct

to the best of my personal knowledge and information derived from the

records of the Respondent Company and legal submissions received, the

same is believed to be correct.
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